


Trump approval drops &

more than half say he's

not fit to serve
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Trump’s claims prompt laughter

The Debrief

‘People actually laughed at a president’: At

U.N., Trump suffers fate he always feared

The president had long accused American

leaders of being taken advantage of by foreign

counterparts. But on Tuesday, he was the one

who suffered the indignity.



    By David Nakamura

President rejects constraints imposed by other

nations, says U.S. will act to counter ‘global

control’

Trump keeps threatening to end foreign aid for

disloyal countries. Here’s why it hasn’t

happened.



































Trump is the

laughingstock of the

world

    By Dana Milbank



Trump is the laughingstock

of the world
    By Dana Milbank

Trump’s America is a bully, not a beacon

    By Karen Tumulty

























Aw, what a cute little mental case, that

kavanaugh ... kind of in the league of total

fraud kennedy, not to mention (sc)alito ...

america the corrupt shithole ..... how pathetic!



(Obtained by The Post)

Analysis

The 1982 calendar that Kavanaugh submitted

to senators, annotated

To rebut an allegation that he assaulted a

teenage girl at a party while he was in high

school, the judge gave lawmakers a calendar

of his activities for that summer. (Well, there

you go ... evidence of no assault if he didn’t

write assault in his calendar, then no assault

occurrred ..... republicamericano logic...)

    By Philip Bump

Third woman accuses Kavanaugh of sexual

misconduct

The woman, identified by lawyer Michael

Avenatti as his client Julie Swetnick, said

Brett M. Kavanaugh was physically abusive

toward girls in high school and was present at

a 1982 party where she says she was the

victim of a “gang” rape. The Post has not

verified her allegations.

Meanwhile, the Supreme Court nominee is set

to tell senators at a Thursday hearing that



while he was “not perfect” in high school, he

says he did not sexually assault Christine

Blasey Ford when they were teens.

    By John Wagner27 minutes ago

Review

A comprehensive account of Russia’s sc









































    Trump denies being mocked by U.N. leaders

    Audible laughter broke out among the

assembled diplomats when Trump used his

address to the General Assembly to boast

about his achievements as president.

    Trump denies mockery »Politics HuffPost

Christine Blasey Ford Offers Senate 4

Affidavits Backing Her Claim Against

Kavanaugh

Attorneys for Christine Blasey Ford on

Wednesday submitted to the Senate



Politics Reuters

Trump wavers on Supreme Court nominee

Kavanaugh

Neal Remz Make our

entire nation look like

fools since he was

elected!































Headlines

Trump orders supplemental FBI investigation of Kavanaugh allegations

before floor vote

President Trump on Friday ordered the FBI to conduct a supplemental

background investigation into the allegations of sexual assault against

Supreme Court ...

Fox News

Brett Kavanaugh nomination faces delay: Live updates

A Senate committee voted to send Brett Kavanaugh's Supreme Court

nomination to the floor after Sen. Jeff Flake announced he'd only

support it after an FBI ...

CNN

Democrats walk out of hearing room in protest | TheHill

Four Democratic members of the Senate Judiciary Committee walked

out of the hearing room in protest after Republicans decided along

party lines to schedule ...

The Hill

The Senate Republicans’ Less-Than-Human Treatment of Christine

Blasey Ford

After watching Christine Blasey Ford's wrenching appearance before

the Senate Judiciary Committee, on Thursday morning, I made the

mistake of thinking that ...

The New Yorker

today

Opinion

What Sen. Jeff Flake just did on the Kavanaugh Supreme Court

nomination, explained

Sen. Jeff Flake, R-Ariz., created some late drama in the Senate

Judiciary Committee this afternoon. On Friday morning, Flake

announced he would support ...

Washington Examiner

Opinion

Woman who confronted Flake 'relieved' he called for delaying



Kavanaugh vote - POLITICO

Woman who confronted Flake 'relieved' he called for delaying

Kavanaugh vote

Maria Gallagher, who on Friday confronted Sen. Jeff Flake with her

story of sexual assault, said she was "relieved" when the Arizona

Republican called for an ...

POLITICO

Flake confronted by two female protesters after announcing he'll back

Kavanaugh

Sen. Jeff Flake was confronted at the US Capitol Friday morning by

two women who say they are sexual assault survivors, an event that

happened just hours ...

CNN

Judge Brett Kavanaugh testifies during a Senate Judiciary Committee

hearing on his nomination to be an associate justice of the Supreme

Court of the United States, on Capitol Hill in Washington Sept. 27,

2018.

Brett Kavanaugh friend Mark Judge says he'll cooperate with any law

enforcement agency

Mark Judge, the high school friend of Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh whom Dr. Christine Blasey Ford has said was present when

she was allegedly ...

CBS News

Kavanaugh friend Mark Judge agrees to cooperate with FBI probe,

denies latest allegations

The high school friend of Judge Brett Kavanaugh, whose name has

been drawn into the allegations leveled against the Supreme Court

nominee by several ...

Fox News

'Look at Me:' Women Confront Flake on Kavanaugh Support 28

September 2018 Through

Through tears, the women implored Sen. Jeff Flake to change his mind

about his Kavanaugh vote.



Snopes.com

today

U.S.

More U.S.

Anita Hill, speaking in Houston on Friday, said she had tried to keep an

open mind while watching testimony by Christine Blasey Ford and

Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh, “but at the end of the day, I certainly

believed her.”

Anita Hill to Christine Blasey Ford: ‘Don’t Do Anything That Will

Dehumanize You’

Professor Hill talked about the #MeToo movement in Houston, a day

after Dr. Blasey's testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee.

The New York Times

A painful hearing lays bare nation's political flaws

A searing day when two lives were torn apart on live television left a

divided America facing more fundamental questions than whether

Brett Kavanaugh should ...

CNN

today

World media rip Kavanaugh hearing 'spectacle'

It was a day in which Brett Kavanaugh did himself few favors. After

the US Supreme Court nominee's hearing on Thursday, even

commentators on Fox News ...

CNN

The Ford-Kavanaugh Hearings Will Be Remembered As a Grotesque

Display of Patriarchal Resentment

Doreen St. Felix writes about the testimonies by Christine Blasey Ford

and Brett Kavanaugh to the Senate Judiciary Committee on Thursday,

and the likelihood ...

The New Yorker

Opinion

Mary Anne Marsh: Kavanaugh hearing echoes Clarence Thomas-Anita

Hill confrontation



Grassley and his Republican colleagues clearly still believe that

women are second-class citizens who don't have a right to use their

voices.

Fox News

Opinion

Flooding persists in Carolinas, nearly two weeks after Hurricane

Florence

Flooding in the aftermath of Hurricane Florence continued in the

Carolinas on Thursday, nearly two weeks after the storm made landfall

in North Carolina.

AOL

one hour ago

Flooding persists in Carolinas, nearly two weeks after Florence

Rivers have crested in hard-hit areas, but flooding persists in parts of

the Carolinas nearly two weeks after Florence made landfall. Some

returned to devastated ...

NBCNews.com

House votes to make individual tax cuts permanent - POLITICO

House votes to make individual tax cuts permanent

The House on Friday passed a bill to permanently extend tax cuts for

individuals and unincorporated businesses included in the recent GOP

tax overhaul, even ...

POLITICO

today

How the fight over Kavanaugh in the Senate could more directly

impact the race for House

Members of the House of Representatives have no say in whether

professor Christine Blasey Ford's accusations against Judge Brett

Kavanaugh sink his ...

CNN  A demonstrator holds an American flag near the Trump

International Hotel during a protest in Washington, D.C., U.S., on

Wednesday, Oct. 18, 2017.



Congressional Democrats

Can Sue Trump Over

Emoluments, Judge Says

Almost 200 Congressional

Democrats got a go-ahead

from a judge to pursue a

lawsuit claiming that

Donald Trump is violating

a Constitutional ban on

receiving ...

Bloomberg  Congressional

Democrats’ lawsuit

alleging Trump’s private



business is violating the

Constitution can proceed,

federal judge rules

A federal judge on Friday

gave the go-ahead to a

lawsuit filed by 200

congressional Democrats

against President Trump

alleging that Trump has

violated the ...

The Washington Post



Trump agrees to GOP leaders’ request to

reopen FBI probe of Kavanaugh

Investigation must be limited in scope and

finished within a week, president says

The order followed a vote along party lines by

the Senate Judiciary Committee to advance

Brett M. Kavanaugh’s nomination to the

Supreme Court, after securing a vote from Sen.

Jeff Flake, who asked for a delay of up to a

week before the full Senate decides the

judge’s fate.

    By Seung Min Kim and John Wagner

The Fix: A minute-by-minute breakdown of how

the nomination got held up

WorldViews: 'We still don’t listen to women’:

How the world reacted to the hearing

FBI again drawn into partisan controversy with

new Kavanaugh background check

President Trump ordered a “supplemental

investigation,” but the scope of what the

bureau will examine is unclear.



    By Matt Zapotosky2 hours ago

Analysis: Where Kavanaugh’s testimony was

misleading or wrong

Women from the Holton-Arms School embrace

each other after sharing their stories of sexual

harassment. (Calla Kessler/The Post)

Women from the Holton-Arms School embrace

each other after sharing their stories of sexual

harassment. (Calla Kessler/The Post)

Sexual assault victims are reliving their

trauma, ‘triggered’ by Kavanaugh hearing

The visible anger of Supreme Court nominee

Brett M. Kavanaugh and the memories

described by his accuser Christine Blasey Ford

forced some victims to remember their own

painful experiences.

    By Deborah Bloom2 hours ago

Analysis

The gaps between men and women over the

Supreme Court and the election are at highs

While the percentage of Americans who

approve of the court has held fairly steady, the



percentage of women who do has dropped to a

point not seen since 2011. Among men,

support for the court is near a high.

    By Philip Bump3 hours ago

subscribe

The story must be told.

Your subscription supports journalism that

matters.

Try 1 month for $1

Opinions

The train will continue, and you will be crushed

    By Alexandra Petri

I’m not here for the entitlement of Kavanaugh

and Graham

    By Jonathan Capehart

Bill Cosby fell from grace. Brett Kavanaugh

stands on the precipice.

    By Colbert I. King



Abolish the death penalty

    By George F. Will

Lindsey Graham, Sen. Jiminy Cricket

    By Kathleen Parker

Five myths about capitalism

    By Steven Pearlstein

More Top Stories

“The Simpsons” (Fox TV)

“The Simpsons” (Fox TV)

When ratings don’t define success, more TV

series hang around

The television industry is in the middle of a

powerful shift, allowing longevity for little-seen

broadcast shows.

    By Steven Zeitchik1 hour ago

Consumer bureau’s staffers rebel over

anti-discrimination official’s racially tinged



blog posts

An official at the Consumer Financial

Protection Bureau aired her doubts about Eric

Blankenstein over his posts from years ago on

hate crimes and the n-word. Dozens of

employees sent agency-wide notes agreeing

with her.

    By Robert O'Harrow Jr., Renae Merle and

Shawn Boburg1 hour ago

U.S. and Mexico see new hope of bringing

Canada into trade deal

Mexican Foreign Minister Luis Videgaray in

recent days has raced the clock to bridge the

gaps between the U.S. and Canadian sides, a

Mexican official said.

    By David J. Lynch42 minutes ago

Musk vs. SEC: Tesla’s combative CEO gears up

for the fight of his career

While some Silicon Valley leaders lament the

securities regulators’ lawsuit against Elon

Musk, the case appeared crafted to send a



message that U.S. financial rules are

non-negotiable even for firms seen as

innovators.

    By Drew Harwell2 hours ago

    Perspective: What Musk’s SEC trouble may

mean for Tesla shareholders

    NASA stands by SpaceX even as Musk’s

woes skyrocket

Democrats’ lawsuit alleging Trump’s business

violates Constitution can proceed, judge rules

The federal judge’s decision means that the

Trump Organization is now facing two lawsuits

claiming it is improperly receiving payments

from foreign governments.

    By Jonathan O'Connell,, David A.

Fahrenthold and Carol D. Leonnig3 hours ago

    Retropolis: Move over, Trump. This

president’s two lions set off the greatest

emoluments debate.



Military suffers its first F-35 crash

Joint Strike Fighter jets have had emergency

landings, in-flight incidents and problems on

the ground. But this is the first time the

military has experienced a full-blown crash of

an F-35 involving the ejection of a pilot.

    By Paul Sonne

‘It’s very remote’: McCarrick, Washington’s

disgraced ex-cardinal, moves to church

housing in Kansas

The first cardinal in U.S. history to resign due

to sexual abuse allegations has moved to a

Capuchin Franciscan friary, the Archdiocese of

Washington announced.

    By Chico Harlan and Julie Zauzmer2 hours

ago
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‘It was the Cubans, not Fidel, who in the end

were left standing, to now decide the fate of

their country’
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Post)Story

(Michael Robinson Chavez/The Washington
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A visual journey into two changing American

political districts ahead of the 2018 midterm

elections
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Locher)Photos
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'200-year flood:' The Carolinas after Florence
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The Kavanaugh allegations put on display the

violent ‘almost’ encounters women constantly

face

Reboots, spinoffs and returning favorites: 30
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health-care premiums to rise 1.5 percent on

average for 2019Trump administration appeals

ruling striking down anti-union orders

Obituaries

    David Wolkowsky, developer who

transformed sleepy Key West into a tourist

haven, dies at 99

    Ion Ficior dies at 90; Romanian labor camp

commander was convicted of crimes against

humanityCharles Kuen Kao, Nobel laureate

celebrated as father of fiber optics, dies at

84Tommy McDonald dies at 84; receiver was

smallest player in Pro Football Hall of Fame

A Bitter Nominee, Questions of Neutrality, and

a Damaged Supreme Court

    In Thursday’s hearing, Judge Brett

Kavanaugh was angry and emotional,

embracing the language of slashing

partisanship.

    His demeanor raised questions about

whether the already fragile reputation of the



Supreme Court as an institution devoted to law

rather than politics would be threatened if he

is confirmed.

2h ago

2:12The Two Sides of Kavanaugh

Judge Kavanaugh’s tenor drastically changed

during his testimony defending himself against

sexual assault accusations. Drew

Angerer/Getty Images, left; pool photo by

Andrew Harnik

International readers tell us how the hearings

affected their perceptions of the U.S.

4h ago

FACEBOOK

Facebook Is Breached by Hackers, Putting

Data of 50 Million Users at Risk

    The company discovered earlier this week

that attackers had exploited a feature in

Facebook’s code, allowing them to take over

user accounts.

    The attack added to the company’s woes as

it contends with fallout from its role in a

Russian disinformation campaign.



One of the challenges for Facebook’s chief

executive Mark Zuckerberg is convincing users

that the company handles their data

responsibly. Josh Edelson/Agence

France-Presse — Getty Images

Facebook was hacked. Here are three things

you should do.

TESLA'S TROUBLES

Elon Musk Had a Deal From the S.E.C. It

Unraveled in a Morning.

    The Tesla chief executive, accused of

misleading investors on Twitter, was offered a

settlement with relatively light penalties.

    But as the papers were being drawn up and

press releases were being drafted, he walked

away. Lawyers, executives and advisers were

stunned.

Steven Peikin and Stephanie Avakian

announcing the Securities and Exchange

Commission’s lawsuit against Elon Musk, the

chief executive of Tesla, on Thursday. Zach

Gibson/Getty Images

Tesla shares dropped by nearly 14 percent.



Here are three takeaways from the S.E.C.’s

lawsuit.

Here are some executives the S.E.C. has

banned — and why.

China’s Leaders Confront an Unlikely Foe:

Ardent Young Communists

    They were exactly what China’s best

universities were supposed to produce: young

men and women steeped in the ideology of the

Chinese Communist Party.

    But when they attempted to put the party’s

stated ideals into action, the authorities

moved quickly to crush their efforts.

Activists in Shenzhen last month protested in

support of workers’ rights. Their banners call

for the punishment of corrupt police officials

and the release of detained factory workers.

Sue-Lin Wong/Reuters
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‘She’s a Class Act. You’re Not’: Attacks on

Families Heat Up N.Y. Governor’s Race

    With Election Day less than six weeks away,



a recent flash point is not the economy, the

city’s subways or the $160 billion state budget.

    It’s about the significant others of Gov.

Andrew M. Cuomo and his opponent, Marcus

Molinaro, and questions about those women’s

personal finances.

Texts to Jewish Voters Inflame Florida

Governor’s Race

The messages portrayed the campaign of

Florida’s Democratic candidate as

anti-Semitic, escalating political attacks in a

race that has already been ugly.

Here’s what we’ve learned about undecided

voters heading into the midterms.
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Why Brett Kavanaugh Wasn’t Believable

And why Christine Blasey Ford was.

Nicholas Kristof

Would You Hire Kavanaugh?

If a third of the men on the Supreme Court had



faced allegations of sexual misconduct, what

would that do to the court’s legitimacy?
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Hampton, Va.



The Man Who Taught a Generation of Black

Artists Gets His Own Retrospective When he

died in 1979, Charles White had been

influential, both in and outside of the art world.

Now, a coming show at MoMA resurrects the

American master.

Art

With Cultivation, Have Oysters Become Too

Perfect?

Farmers are perfecting dainty, briny,

name-brand products to supply America’s

thriving raw bars — making something more

predictable out of what was once wild.

T MagazineSept. 20

The Power of Pissed-Off Women

“Good and Mad,” by Rebecca Traister, and

“Rage Becomes Her,” by Soraya Chemaly,

argue that women’s anger is unappreciated as

a catalyst for political change.

Book Review



    L.A. Now

An editor tells of a past sexual assault,

sparking dialogue about a crude newsroom

culture

The discussion on a Times alumni Facebook

page reflects a larger dialogue occurring

across America in the wake of the Brett

Kavanaugh allegations and his supporters

assailing his accuser’s credibility.

Victoria Kim

By Victoria Kim

Extra inventory. More sales. Lower prices. How

counterfeits benefit Amazon

    Technology

Extra inventory. More sales. Lower prices. How

counterfeits benefit Amazon

The company says it has zero tolerance for

counterfeit goods. But critics say Amazon



hasn’t done enough to thwart sellers of

knockoffs.

David Pierson

By David Pierson

    Politics

Gov. Jerry Brown raises minimum age for

buying rifles from 18 to 21

California's governor has signed a stack of gun

control bills, including one that raises the

minimum age for buying rifles and shotguns.

Patrick McGreevy

By Patrick McGreevy

    • California will ban the sale of most

animal-tested cosmetics starting in 2020

WEEKEND REPORT

Court orders new trial over claim that Led

Zeppelin stole 'Stairway to Heaven'

Jefferson Airplane co-founder Marty Balin dies

at 76

California counters Trump on car emissions



standards, expands other climate rules

Gov. Jerry Brown vetoes plan to allow Los

Angeles and other cities to extend bar closing

times to 4 a.m.
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How Shohei Ohtani's hometown obsessively

followed his rookie season
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How Shohei Ohtani's hometown obsessively

followed his rookie season

Well before Ohtani joined the Angels, a special

exhibit went on display at the Traditional

Crafts Museum in his hometown of Oshu.

By Yuri Nagano
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Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are,

from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed

scenario as documented),

blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups

(also - forwarded to Sen. Warren

to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-

necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total

bulls**t america/americans are!
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When Senate Was Voting On Brett Kavanaugh

WASHINGTON ¯ Mark Judge, the man who was

said to be present when Brett

Blumenthal: Republicans will be 'condemned

by history' if they vote on Kavanaugh before

FBI probe

Yahoo View

FBI background investigation into Kavanaugh

is 'uncharted territory,' expert says

ABC News

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]
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Why GOP senators dropped sex crimes

prosecutor Rachel Mitchell like a hot potato

By Page Pate, CNN Legal Analyst

But somehow, to the surprise and chagrin of

Judge Brett Kavanaugh's supporters, she

nailed it.

Blasey Ford was up front about what she

remembered and candid about what she did

not. She was not defensive when pressed by

Rachel Mitchell (the sex crimes prosecutor

brought in to question Blasey Ford because the

male Republican senators were afraid to do it

themselves). She was credible and did the best



she could to tell the truth as she remembers it.

What changed after Blasey Ford, Kavanaugh

hearing?

What changed after Blasey Ford, Kavanaugh

hearing?

I have defended many people accused of

serious sex crimes in my private practice. In

my career, I have cross-examined dozens of

women who had made allegations against my

clients similar to what Blasey Ford said

happened to her. While it is certainly possible

she does not remember every detail

accurately, she is not lying.

In stark contrast, Judge Kavanaugh was raw

and angry when he testified. Perhaps that's not

surprising given what he is being accused of,

what his family has gone through during this

process, and what Republican politicians and

supporters may have told him about what his

demeanor should be. 

In my experience, once a prosecutor like

Ms. Mitchell believes a victim is credible, the

truth-finding process is over for them. They

become the victim's advocate.

That's what happened today. Ms. Mitchell



asked the questions she was supposed to ask.

She tried to show inconsistencies in Blasey

Ford's statements. She tried to show political

motivations and improper influence.

But at some point, Ms. Mitchell decided she

believed Blasey Ford. I think that happened

when she called her a "victim" of sexual

assault trauma. At that point, I don't think she

was going to do anything to hurt Blasey Ford.

Perhaps that's why the Republican senators

decided to drop her like a hot potato when it

came time to really confront Judge Kavanaugh

about these allegations
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If they wanted a lawyer to rake Blasey Ford

over the coals and try to suggest she wasn't

telling the truth, they should have hired

someone like me -- a criminal defense lawyer.

The worst person to hire for that job is a

dedicated sex crimes prosecutor.

In my experience, once a prosecutor like Ms.

Mitchell believes a victim is credible, the

truth-finding process is over for them. They

become the victim's advocate.

That's what happened today. Ms. Mitchell

asked the questions she was supposed to ask.

She tried to show inconsistencies in Blasey

Ford's statements. She tried to show political

motivations and improper influence.



But at some point, Ms. Mitchell decided she

believed Blasey Ford. I think that happened

when she called her a "victim" of sexual

assault trauma. At that point, I don't think she

was going to do anything to hurt Blasey Ford.

Perhaps that's why the Republican senators

decided to drop her like a hot potato when it

came time to really confront Judge Kavanaugh

about these allegations. 

Why GOP senators

dropped sex crimes

prosecutor Rachel

Mitchell like a hot potato

By Page Pate, CNN Legal

Analyst

“But at some point, Ms.

Mitchell decided she



believed Blasey Ford. I

think that happened when

she called her a "victim"

of sexual assault trauma.

At that point, I don't think

she was going to do

anything to hurt Blasey

Ford. Perhaps that's why

the Republican senators

decided to drop her like a

hot potato when it came

time to really confront

Judge Kavanaugh about

these allegations. 
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Liz Swisher, former Yale classmate of Brett

Kavanaugh, told CNN's Chris Cuomo she never

saw Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh

be sexually aggressive, but said that he lied to

the Senate Judiciary Committee about his

drinking habits.
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Liz Swisher, former Yale classmate of Brett

Kavanaugh, told CNN's Chris Cuomo she never

saw Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh

be sexually aggressive, but said that he lied to

the Senate Judiciary Committee about his
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Source: CNN
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the Senate Judiciary Committee about his
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Why senators claim to believe Ford — but still

side with Kavanaugh

We are in a bizarre moment: As the strength of

the year-old Me Too movement is put to its

most public and crucial test yet, Republicans

have the political savvy to recognize that they

must pay lip service to it, even as they actively

campaign against its aims.

    By Britt Peterson

    At least one senator didn’t watch the

hearings — because of an emergency

appendectomy

The Fix: ‘Flake flaked’: How Fox News hosts

reacted to senator’s call to delay the vote
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testimony was ‘evasive’ and ‘belligerent’
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Death toll in Indonesia from earthquake and

tsunami could reach into the thousands,

nation’s vice president says

Disaster relief agencies were preparing for the

worst as the death toll from Friday’s

earthquake and tsunami quickly rose into the

hundreds, with the epicenter still cut off.
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don’t want to go to prison’," her husband said.
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While the debate over the Supreme Court
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high court will begin its term Monday trained

on a diminutive, delicate, endangered creature.

    By Robert Barnes28 minutes ago
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Cardinal Donald Wuerl, who has said that he

didn’t know about sexual misconduct

complaints involving Cardinal Theodore

McCarrick, was named in the 2005 settlement

that included allegations against McCarrick,

according to documents obtained by The Post.
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about the man she fell in love with?" the
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me, does she deserve to know and what would

happen to her life if she found out?”
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Committee in 1991. The ugly Supreme Court

nomination hearings for Clarence Thomas

changed that.
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react to Ford, Kavanaugh hearing
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SEC sues Musk, seeks his removal from Tesla
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The contentious, partisan vote on Kavanaugh's

nomination, in 3 minutes
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Fact-checking President Trump's speech to the

United Nations general assembly
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why.
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Politics Associated Press

FBI contacts Kavanaugh Yale classmate in its

investigation

The FBI has contacted Deborah Ramirez as

part of the bureau's investigation of the

Supreme Court nominee, her attorney said.

Donald Trump Orders FBI Probe Of Allegations

Against Supreme Court Nominee Brett

Kavanaugh

Deadline

San Franciscans react to ongoing Kavanaugh

saga, FBI investigation

KGO – San Francisco

PoliticsBloomberg

U.S. and Canada Are Close to Signing Nafta

Deal This Weekend

U.S. and Canadian negotiators could wrap up a

Nafta deal as soon as Saturday in their bid to

avoid a fight that imperils $500 billion in

annual trade, said people familiar with the

talks said. There’s renewed urgency to nail



down a new North American Free Trade

Agreement that could be published Sunday, so

it can be signed by Mexican President Enrique

Pena Nieto before he leaves office. The U.S.

and Mexico reached their own agreement in

August, triggering talks between the U.S. and

Canada.

World Reuters

Russia begins missile system delivery to Syria,

warns West on peace talks

Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu had said on

Monday the system would be delivered to

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's forces in

two weeks despite strong Israeli and United

States objections. A week previously, Moscow

had accused Israel of indirectly causing the

downing of a Russian military jet in Syria. "The

delivery started already and as President

(Vladimir)Putin said, after that incident ... the

measures that we will take will be devoted to

ensuring 100 percent safety and security of our

men," Lavrov told a news conference at the

United Nations.



Politics HuffPost

I Told Sen. Lindsey Graham I’d Been Raped.

His Response Was Telling.

The Senate Judiciary Committee heard

testimony Thursday from Dr. Christine

U.S. Associated Press

After 6-year-old's body found, search for clues

continues

The death of an autistic child who had been

missing for days until his body was found has

authorities in North Carolina searching for

clues as to how he died.

World Bloomberg

Russia Attacks ‘Belligerent Revisionism’ in

Rare Criticism of Trump

Russia’s top diplomat condemned what he

described as “an onslaught of belligerent

revisionism” that threatens the international



order in a rare personal criticism of U.S.

President Donald Trump, reflecting growing

tensions between the former Cold War

enemies. Russian Foreign Minister Sergei

Lavrov lashed out at Trump’s policies in the

Middle East, his withdrawal from the Iran

nuclear deal and Paris climate treaty as well

as his moves to ratchet up trade tensions in a

speech Friday at the United Nations General

Assembly. The annual gathering of world

leaders has reinforced the divisions between

Russia and the U.S. The two countries clashed

over postwar plans for Syria, with Russia

pushing the UN to help find funds for rebuilding

the country, while the U.S. insists it should be

overseeing a political transition away from

Bashar al-Assad’s rule.

World AFP

Business Business Insider

BANK OF AMERICA: The most important

segment of the housing market has peaked

The top is in for existing-home sales, which



make up 90% of transactions in the US,

according to economists at Bank of America

Merrill Lynch. The largest segment of the

housing market has peaked and will no longer

contribute to the US economy's growth,

according to US economists 

Politics Fox Business Videos

FBI investigation will be dangerous for

Kavanaugh: Judge Napolitano

Fox News senior judicial analyst Judge Andrew

Napolitano discusses why an FBI investigation

into Judge Brett Kavanaugh would be

“dangerous” for the Supreme Court nominee.

Trump Orders FBI Investigation into Brett

Kavanaugh, Senate Republicans Delay Vote By

1 Week

People

Alan Dershowitz Urges Delay Of Kavanaugh

Confirmation Vote For FBI Probe

HuffPost

    612

    Reactions



Business Bloomberg

Cable Pioneer Ted Turner Reveals He Suffers

From Brain Disease

Ted Turner, the media mogul and

philanthropist who shook up the cable-TV

industry in the ’80s and ’90s, said he’s

suffering from Lewy body dementia, a disease

that leaves him tired and forgetful. “It’s a mild

case of what people have as Alzheimer’s,”

Turner toldTed Koppel in an interview due to

air on CBS. Turner, who was interviewed on his

113,000-acre ranch near Bozeman, Montana,

told Koppel that symptoms previously blamed

on manic depression were in fact caused by

Lewy body dementia.

CNN founder Ted Turner says he's suffering

form of dementia

Reuters

Media mogul Ted Turner, 79, reveals battle

with Lewy body dementia

ABC News Videos

    770

    Reactions



Business Bloomberg

Shorts Buckle Down Expecting General

Electric Forecast Cut

Shorts are piling into General Electric ahead of

what’s expected to be a rocky third-quarter

earnings report. The 126-year-old icon of

American industry, after being kicked out of

the Dow Jones Industrial Average in June, has

become the third-largest short among

industrial conglomerates, behind Toshiba and

3M, according to S3 Analytics.

    7

    Reactions

Politics Associated Press

Trump bows to pressure, agrees to FBI probe

of Kavanaugh

The president agrees to demands by

Republican Sen. Jeff Flake and the Democrats

for a FBI investigation of Brett Kavanaugh.

Trump heads on five-state rally blitz amid

Supreme Court chaos



Supreme Court Nominee

A Bitter Nominee, Questions of Neutrality, and

a Damaged Supreme Court

    During his testimony, Judge Brett M.

Kavanaugh was angry and emotional,

embracing the language of slashing

partisanship.

    His demeanor raised questions about

whether the already fragile reputation of the

Supreme Court as an institution devoted to law

rather than politics would be threatened if he

is confirmed.

Sept. 28

A tumultuous 24 hours: How Jeff Flake delayed

a vote on Kavanaugh.

Sept. 28

Here Are Three Inconsistencies the F.B.I.

Investigation Could Address

The Senate testimony of Christine Blasey Ford

and Mr. Kavanaugh revealed several details in

their stories that do not match up.

1h ago



Kavanaugh Could Help G.O.P. in Senate

Midterms. But Not in House Races.

    Republicans believe the fight over Judge

Brett Kavanaugh will give them a better

chance of keeping control of the Senate in

November, according to a news analysis.

    But they have concluded that supporting his

nomination will cause a backlash among

women and independent voters, all but

ensuring that Republicans lose control of the

House.

4h ago

Mr. Kavanaugh borrowed from President

Trump’s playbook on white male anger at his

hearing.

4h ago

Christine Blasey Ford’s testimony was a stark

reminder of the gender dynamics, and mental

gymnastics, required of women who speak up.

Sept. 28

Indonesia Tsunami and Quake Devastate an

Island, Killing Hundreds



    The twin disasters — a 7.5-magnitude

earthquake, and the swirling wall of water it

unleashed — killed at least 384 people in the

city of Palu alone, the site of a beach festival.

    The death toll is feared to be much higher,

with Indonesia’s vice president saying it could

be in the thousands.

2h ago

Watch Video

The powerful tsunami swept away houses and

left behind devastation.

2h ago

Destroyed houses in Palu, Indonesia, on

Saturday after a strong earthquake and

tsunami struck the area. Bay Ismoyo/Agence

France-Presse — Getty Images

economy

Housing Market Slows, as Rising Prices

Outpace Wages

    Even in attractive, fast-growing cities like

Denver, New York and Seattle, selling prices

are rising more slowly and asking prices are

being slashed.



    After years of breakneck price increases

that far exceeded residents’ income gains,

home buyers are reaching a breaking point.

5h ago

The Most Important Least-Noticed Economic

Event of the Decade

A localized recession in manufacturing-heavy

areas can explain a lot of things.

6h ago

Sloan Kettering Executive Turns Over Windfall

Stake in Biotech Start-Up

    The vice president of the hospital’s cancer

center had a nearly $1.4 million of a windfall

stake in a start-up that went public a little over

a week ago.

    With the cancer center’s corporate ties

under scrutiny, the hospital told employees

that no one should profit personally from

representing Memorial Sloan Kettering on

outside boards.

4h ago



Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

executives have been forced to revamp

policies related to investments and deals.

Michael Nagle for The New York Times

The weekend

11 of Our Best Weekend Reads

Padma Lakshmi on her rape and why she kept

silent. Joan Jett on her lot in life. Joe Ide

writes again. Remembering summer and the

Village Voice. And more.

10h ago

It isn’t all bad out there. Here’s The Week in

Good News.

Sept. 27

Did you stay up to date this week? Take our

news quiz.

2h ago

Opinion

Rebecca Traister

Fury Is a Political Weapon. And Women Need to

Wield It.

What the testimony of Christine Blasey Ford

and Brett Kavanaugh showed us about who



gets to be angry in public.

1h ago

Timothy Keller

How Do Christians Fit Into the Two-Party

System? They Don’t

The historical Christian positions on social

issues don’t match up with contemporary

political alignments.

2h ago

Why Trump Will Win a Second Term

Sarah Hepola

Kavanaugh and the Blackout Theory

Tim Wu

Tim Wu

In Praise of Mediocrity

Mara Gay

Mara Gay

Make My Sexual Assault Count

The Editorial Board

Women Are Watching

The Editorial Board

Thank You, Jeff Flake. Maybe America Can

Now Learn the Truth.

Roger Cohen



Roger Cohen

An Injudicious Man, Unfit for the Supreme

Court

Gail Collins

Gail Collins

The Sunny Side of the Senate

Bret Stephens

Bret Stephens

Believability Is the Road to National Ruin

Editors’ Picks

Photo Illustration by Stephanie Gonot for The
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Is Your Salad Habit Good for the Planet?

Popular fast-casual chains brag of

sustainability, as customers toss their

compostable and recyclable bowls into the

trash with wild abandon.

Style8h ago

For Eric Idle, Life’s a Laugh and Death’s a

Joke, It’s True

Idle’s new memoir, “Always Look on the Bright

Side of Life,” tells stories about his rise

through comedy and his many famous friends.



And of course, Monty Python stories.

BooksSept. 26

How to Know if You Should Spend Forever

Together

“‘OK. I hear you.’ That’s all he said, because he

has literally nothing to say, ever, like all men.”

A love story.

Style10h ago

Advertisement

In Other News

Emily Najera for The New York Times

Grimy, Glorious, Gone. The Divergent Paths of

7 Train Stations

We traveled to seven rail depots in the nation’s

middle. The stations, some remade and others

crumbling, reflect the trajectories of their

towns.

U.S.Sept. 28

From Hero to Pariah, Aung San Suu Kyi Dashes

Hopes About Myanmar

The country’s civilian leader, once a

democracy icon, has become known as an



enabler for the ethnic cleansing of Rohingya

Muslims and a foe of the free press.

Asia Pacific1h ago

Hurricane Florence Silenced North Carolina’s

Political Rancor. But for How Long?

Political leaders say they hope for a

cooperative effort on storm relief measures,

but there are already signs of tooth-and-claw

partisanship rearing up again.

U.S.7h ago

Turkey Clamps Down on a Group Erdogan Once

Championed: Grieving Mothers

A group of mothers held weekly vigils for

missing sons for years, and Recep Tayyip

Erdogan once vowed to help. But the

government recently banned the rallies.

EuropeSept. 29

North Korea’s foreign minister said there was

“no way we will denuclearize” without getting

concessions from the United States.

A social media star was shot dead in Baghdad.

Iraqis fear it is part of a series of attacks on

outspoken women.



Europe continued to build its lead over the

United States at the Ryder Cup.

A 4-year-old boy was thrown to his death from

a Brooklyn apartment building, the police said.

Pope Francis defrocked a priest who has been

at the center of public outrage about clerical

sexual abuse in Chile.

Kavanaugh's powerful testimony may save his

nomination, but undercut an image of him as

an impartial Supreme Court justice

Analysis: Kavanaugh's angry, partisan

self-defense during a Senate hearing on

Thursday left many observers questioning his

judicial temperament.

David G. Savage

By David G. Savage

    • Former FBI agents say there are clues to

follow from dramatic Kavanaugh hearing

Did the Kavanaugh hearing help Americans

find common ground? Nope



    • Abcarian: Was I the only one who

shuddered at Kavanaugh's comments about

beer?

    Politics

Trump's window to 'build the wall' is closing

The dirty little secret: Republicans haven't

fought for the wall because they're not sold on

it either.

Noah Bierman

By Noah Bierman

    • Poland tempts Trump with deal to build

permanent military base for U.S. troops

    Nation

It had already been a busy day for the Las

Vegas coroner when the shooting started. It

left him a changed man

A year after the deadliest mass shooting in

modern American history, John Fudenberg is



still dealing with the trauma.

David Montero

By David Montero

California high-speed rail: A train to nowhere

without a conductor

    Column

California high-speed rail: A train to nowhere

without a conductor

Steve Lopez

By Steve Lopez

    • California bullet train aims to dodge a

political bullet in San Fernando Valley

    Decision California

Gavin Newsom's fundraising machine

continues to dominate the California

governor's race

Newsom heads into the final stretch of the

California’s governor’s race holding a

mammoth financial advantage over Republican



businessman John Cox, with almost 10 times

as much money socked away.

By Phil Willon

    • Their races could flip the House. Here's

what California's candidates are saying about

Kavanaugh and Ford

    Autos

Tesla's board backs Musk after fraud charges.

But what's the company worth if he's forced

out?

Russ Mitchell

By Russ Mitchell

WEEKEND REPORT

Air traffic controller who helped plane take off

safely is among nearly 400 dead in Indonesian

earthquake and tsunami

Shark attacks 13-year-old boy diving for

lobsters at San Diego County beach

Newport awaits $1.7-million state grant for

trash-collecting water wheel

Gov. Jerry Brown vetoes plan to allow Los

Angeles and other cities to extend bar closing



times to 4 a.m.

Inglewood mayor's campaign loaned nearly

$160,000 to a political ally. None of it has been

paid back
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Before & After: Nearby party houses inspire

over-the-top but tasteful remodel

When David Komonosky and his husband, Hank

Toet, bought a three-story Hollywood Hills

home, they already knew it was right down the

street from four mansions notoriously rented

out for massive parties.
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Owners and players could build a new one
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White House limits scope of the FBI's

investigation into the allegations against Brett

Kavanaugh

The FBI has not been permitted to investigate

the claims of Julie Swetnick, a White House

official confirmed to NBC News. 

BREAKING

White House limits scope of the FBI's

Kavanaugh investigation

The FBI has not been permitted to investigate

the claims of Julie Swetnick, a White House

official confirmed to NBC News.

    Michael Avenatti: If FBI investigation is not

curtailed Kavanaugh will not survive process

    Trump orders FBI investigation on

Kavanaugh to be ‘limited in scope’

    Jill Wine-Banks: Kavanaugh showed a lack

of judicial temperament at Thursday hearing

    Michael Avenatti: If FBI investigation is not

curtailed Kavanaugh will not survive process

Watch Live: The 2018 Global Citizen Festival
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Janelle Monae to survivors of sexual violence:

'I hear you, I see you and I believe you'
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Take a look at how the U.S. can improve its

recycling habits
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recycling habits

Global Citizen Festival 2018: Janet Jackson,

The Weeknd and more

Global Citizen

World

How to watch Janet Jackson, Cardi B and

more at the Global Citizen Festival

Watch Live: NBC News participates in Texas

Tribune Festival

Live Video

Watch Live: NBC News participates in Texas

Tribune Festival



Kavanaugh rant raises questions about his

political impartiality

The Beat with Ari Melber

Kavanaugh rant raises questions about his

political impartiality

Kavanaugh’s testimony ultimately became the

most direct partisan language a Supreme Court

nominee has ever used in a confirmation

hearing in the modern era.

Meacham: This week was a stress test for the

American order
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American order
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How Kavanaugh's confirmation could affect

the midterms
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How Kavanaugh's confirmation could affect

the midterms

Kavanaugh credibility questioned even before

assault accusations



Rachel Maddow

Kavanaugh credibility questioned even before

assault accusations

Joy Reid points out that Democratic senators

were already raising serious questions about

Brett Kavanaugh's credibility even before the

sexual misconduct allegations and his small

scale untruths about his high school behavior.

Jeff Flake shakes up Kavanaugh nomination

with bipartisan stand

Deadline White House

Jeff Flake shakes up Kavanaugh nomination

with bipartisan stand

Lawrence: 'The power of one is extraordinary

in the Senate'

The Beat with Ari Melber

Lawrence: 'The power of one is extraordinary

in the Senate'

Kavanaugh's college classmates say he lied

under oath about drinking

The Last Word

Kavanaugh's college classmates say he lied

under oath about drinking

Christine Blasey Ford's family speaks out
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Christine Blasey Ford's family speaks out

Sen. Booker: Hearing showed need for FBI

investigation of Kavanaugh

Rachel Maddow

Sen. Booker: Hearing showed need for FBI

investigation of Kavanaugh

Sen. Murphy on the way forward for Kavanaugh

confirmation

All In

Sen. Murphy on the way forward for Kavanaugh

confirmation

Trump postpones meeting with Deputy AG Rod

Rosenstein

msnbc

Trump postpones meeting with Deputy AG Rod

Rosenstein

President Trump plans to meet with Deputy

Attorney General Rod Rosenstein next week so

as to not interfere with the Brett Kavanaugh

hearing. NBC’s Hallie Jackson reports.

Image: FILE PHOTO: Facebook logo is seen at

a start-up companies gathering at Paris'

Station F in Paris
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Facebook says security flaw affects up to 50

million accounts
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    Yankees set a new single-season home run
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    7 Palestinans, including 2 children, killed by

Israeli force on border
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    'We can't go on like this:' Flake took a stand

to save a broken Senate
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least 384 in Indonesia

    1 missing in Micronesia plane crash

Hurricane Rosa could bring Southwest flooding
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TOP STORIES

Fewer Believe Kavanaugh Than His Accuser,

Poll Finds

Christine Blasey Ford’s Friend Doesn’t Deny

Assault Claim, Lawyer Says

GOP Congressman Shares Vile Meme About

Christine Blasey Ford

Parkland Dad Fred Guttenberg Reminds

Kavanaugh His Life Is ‘Not Ruined’

There Were Zero Things Better This Week Than

The Historic Image Of Blasey Ford

ACLU Opposes Kavanaugh Nomination In Rare
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Advertisement by NextAdvisor
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A 7.5 Magnitude Earthquake Was Followed By

Waves As High As 18 Feet
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HIM I WAS RAPED

I Told Sen. Lindsey Graham I’d Been Raped.

His Response Was Telling.

By Robyn Swirling, Guest Writer

AdChoices
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ELECTIONS HQ

Hillary Clinton To Stump For Andrew Gillum In

Florida Governor’s Race

By Doha Madani

The Tallahassee mayor confirmed that Clinton

would be joining him for an event in South

Florida next month.

Florida Gubernatorial Candidate Andrew Gillum

Gains Megadonor Support

Democratic Senator Slams GOP Opponent For

Paying Family With Campaign Cash

TOP VIDEOS

Flake Demands Kavanaugh FBI Probe After

Sexual Assault Survivor Confronts Him

How Christine Blasey Ford’s Testimony

Touched The Hearts Of Celebrities

WHAT'S HOT

BIZARRE QUOTES FOR KIDS

Colbert Selling His Snide Trump Children’s

Book To Help Hurricane Victims

By Mary Papenfuss
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Chris Cuomo, Don Lemon Mock Loopy Lindsey

Graham: ‘He’s Got The Vapors!’

By Mary Papenfuss
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Ferrell And Reilly Are ‘Holmes And Watson’ And

We’re Already Laughing

By Andy McDonald
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(Don’t Tell Me Otherwise)

By Jillian Capewell

Jefferson Airplane Co-Founder Marty Balin

Dead At 76

By Mary Papenfuss

IN THE NEWS

POLITICS

Trump On Kavanaugh: ‘Con Job’ To ‘Credible

Witness’ In 48 Hours

By S.V. Date

The president tones down the urgency to

confirm his nominee after GOP Sen. Jeff

Flake’s demand for an FBI investigation.
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POLITICS

Kavanaugh Friend Mark Judge Says He’ll

Cooperate With FBI If Investigation Opens

By Sebastian Murdock



"If the FBI or any law enforcement agency

requests Mr. Judge’s cooperation, he will

answer any and all questions."

POLITICS

How Lindsey Graham Sidestepped Christine

Blasey Ford’s Accusation

By Arthur Delaney

In a moment that went viral, the senator

conflated Blasey's accusation with another.

ENVIRONMENT

The Strange Story Behind The Animals We

Know We Haven’t Yet Discovered

By Ilana Strauss

"The more we look, the more species we find."

TECH

Facebook Admits To New Security Breach, 50

Million People At Risk

By Munsif Vengattil, Arjun Panchadar and

Paresh Dave, Reuters

The company said hackers targeted the social

network's "View as" feature.

POLITICS

Jeff Flake Says He Was Moved By

‘Emboldened’ Women, Drive To Make Process

‘Fair’



By Mary Papenfuss

“This country is being ripped apart here, and

we’ve got to make sure we do due diligence,”

Flake told committee.

ADVERTISEMENT
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Advertisement by Forbes

U.S. NEWS

U.S. Drops To 27th In The World For Education

And Health Care

By Andy McDonald

In 1990, the U.S. was sixth in "human capital,"

based on a person's expected productive years

of work. Now it's 27th.

POLITICS

Democrats In Congress Can Sue Trump Over

Constitution’s Emoluments Clause: Judge

By David Moye

Democratic members of Congress say the

president is receiving foreign payments

without Congress’ permission.

POLITICS

Kavanaugh Testified ‘The Drinking Age Was

18.’ Not In Maryland When He Was 18.

By Mary Papenfuss



Maryland raised the drinking age from 18 to 21

when the future Supreme Court nominee was

17.
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Destroying Clothes Is Fashion’s Dirty Secret.

And We’re Complicit.

By Lucy Siegle

We may be shocked that brands burn and

shred wearable clothes, but it's inevitable.

HUFFPOST PERSONAL

This Is What No One Tells You About Having A

Baby With Cancer

By Beth Mabry, Guest Writer

A childhood cancer diagnosis is life-changing

on so many levels ¯ and not just for the child.

POLITICS

Harvard Law Dean Won’t Say If Brett

Kavanaugh Still Has A Job

By Ashley Feinberg

The dean assured students that the school

would be conducting "necessary inquiries."

OPINION

Dr. Christine Blasey Ford Is An American Hero

By Jessica Luther, Columnist

Doubling Down On Sexism Won’t Help



Republicans In The Midterms

By Sean McElwee, Guest Writer

The GOP Wants Us To Think Being Accused Is

As Bad As Being Assaulted

By Bryce Covert, Guest Writer
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    FBI contacts Kavanaugh's Yale classmate

    Did Jeff Flake bring the Senate back from

the brink?

    Ruling backs Dems in Trump emoluments

lawsuit

The Hill

Lawyer Michael Avenatti torched President

Trump after Trump attacked him for the first

time: "You are an habitual liar and complete

narcissist who also is a disgrace as a

president and embarrassment to our nation."

thehill.com

Avenatti fires back at

Trump: 'Habitual liar and

complete narcissist'

















Pictures In History

 Happy 72nd Birthday Mr. President.

Share

Most Relevant

Comments

Scott Gregory: Worst human being since Hitler.

Graham O'Donoghoe: Freshly douched and

ready for Kim Jong Un...



Larry Rosefield shared a

post.

and you know phony,

donny











Unless you’re talking about a faux appearance

on a comedy show .....





















Politics The Cut

Kavanaugh’s Yale Classmate Calls Out His

‘Blatant Lying’ at Hearing

“While at Yale, he was a big partier, often

drank to excess, and there had to be a number

of nights where he does not remember.”



Politics HuffPost

Chris Cuomo, Don Lemon Mock Loopy Lindsey

Graham: 'He's Got The Vapors!'

Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) pulled off such a

dramatic mood swing Friday

Politics Reuters

Under pressure, Trump orders FBI Kavanaugh

probe, causing week delay

       The key player in a day of dramatic and

unexpected developments was Senator Jeff

Flake, a moderate Republican retiring from the

Senate in January who provided the decisive

vote to approve Kavanaugh's nomination in the

Judiciary Committee and send the matter to

the full Senate. Trump, who had previously

rebuffed Democratic demands for an FBI probe,

granted the request, ordering the

"supplemental investigation" to be "limited in

scope and completed in less than one week."

"Just started, tonight, our 7th FBI investigation

of Judge Brett Kavanaugh.

Trump on Twitter (Sept 28) - FBI investigation

of Kavanaugh



Reuters

White House Puts Limits On FBI's Kavanaugh

Investigation: Reports

HuffPost

World AFP

Syria rebel faction rejects Idlib deal

A formerly US-backed Syrian rebel group on

Saturday rejected a deal between Russia and

Turkey to avert a large-scale military assault

on rebel-held Idlib province. The deal makes

way for a demilitarised zone between rebel and

regime-held areas in and around the

northwestern governorate, Syria's last

insurgent bastion.

Brett Kavanaugh Mentioned Beer 30 Times

During the Senate Hearing. But Why?

During Brett Kavanaugh's testimony in front of

the Senate Judiciary Committee he denied

ever blacking out, but maintained his love for

beer.



Headlines

More Headlines

play_arrow

Trump says FBI has 'free rein' in Kavanaugh

probe

Washington (CNN) President Donald Trump

said Saturday that the FBI has "free rein" to

investigate his Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh, who has been ...

CNN

one hour ago

White House limits scope of the FBI's

investigation into the allegations against Brett

Kavanaugh

While the FBI will examine the allegations of

Christine Blasey Ford and Deborah Ramirez, it

has not been permitted to investigate the

claims of Julie Swetnick.

NBCNews.com

5 hours ago

FBI contacts second woman who has accused

Brett Kavanaugh of sexual misconduct



The FBI has begun contacting people as part of

an additional background investigation of

Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh, including a second

woman who alleges ...

The Washington Post

35 minutes ago

Another Kavanaugh Flakeout

The American Bar Association president tries

to sandbag another nominee.

The Wall Street Journal

yesterday

Opinion

Lawyer: Kavanaugh accuser cooperating with

FBI

video_youtube

CNN

today

Second Kavanaugh accuser cooperating in FBI

probe - POLITICO

‘Blessing in disguise’: Trump optimistic about

Kavanaugh as FBI opens probe

President Donald Trump on Saturday cast the

FBI probe into his Supreme Court nominee's



alleged history of sexual misconduct as a

potential "blessing in ...

POLITICO

today

Christine Blasey Ford's friend is not refuting

Ford's allegation, will cooperate with FBI,

lawyer says

Leland Ingham Keyser, a friend of the woman

accusing Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh of sexual assault when they were

at a party in high school, ...

CNN

today

Members of the Mobile police force assemble

before the flag-draped coffin of Cpl. Julius

Schulte on April 27, 1985. (Mobile Press

Register file photo | Victor Calhoun)

Alabama Death Row case among first facing

US Supreme Court this term

Vernon Madison's lawyers argue he shouldn't

be executed because strokes and dementia

have left him unable to remember the details

of the killing of a police ...



AL.com

today

Kavanaugh's angry testimony may save his

nomination, but undercut an image of him as

an impartial Supreme Cour

Judge Brett Kavanaugh's raw, powerful

defense against a sexual assault allegation

from decades ago may have saved his

embattled nomination, but his angry, ...

Los Angeles Times

5 hours ago

play_arrow

Top takeaways from Ford-Kavanaugh hearing

Thursday's Senate Judiciary Committee

hearing on sexual assault allegations against

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh

riveted Washington and the ...

video_youtube

AL.com

yesterday

Christine Blasey Ford Is Serving as Both a

Witness and an Expert



Benjamin Wallace-Wells on the role the

Christine Blasey Ford's knowledge as a

psychologist played in the Kavanaugh-Ford

hearing.

The New Yorker

2 days ago

U.S.

More U.S.

play_arrow

Sen. Jeff Flake says he will support

Kavanaugh, then calls for vote delay after

dramatic twists

Sen. Jeff Flake will support Supreme Court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh, securing a critical

vote for his confirmation, but only with strings

attached. Flake released ...

CNBC

yesterday

Trump on Kavanaugh delay: Senate has to 'do

what they think is right'

Washington (CNN) President Donald Trump

signaled Friday he is open to directing the FBI

to investigate allegations leveled against



Supreme Court nominee ...

CNN

yesterday

Rachel Mitchell says she wouldn't prosecute

SCOTUS nominee Kavanaugh

Rachel Mitchell, the prosecutor who

questioned Christine Blasey Ford Thursday at

Senate Judiciary Committee, said she wouldn't

prosecute Kavanaugh.

USA TODAY

yesterday

Jeff Flake surrenders

During his testimony to the Senate Judiciary

Committee on Thursday, Brett Kavanaugh

defended his qualifications for the Supreme

Court by repeatedly citing his ...

The Washington Post

yesterday

Opinion

Trump's Assaults Aren't Really Funny At All

The president is riding roughshod over the

independence of U.S. institutions, including the



Supreme Court, the Fed and the DOJ.

Bloomberg

yesterday

Opinion

Yuri Gripas/Reuters

Elizabeth Warren Says She'll 'Take A Hard

Look' At Running for President After

November's Midterms

The Massachusetts senator had previously

more forcefully ruled it out.

The Daily Beast

3 hours ago

Warren says she will ‘take a hard look at

running for president’

HOLYOKE — Senator Elizabeth Warren on

Saturday made her most definitive indication

to date that she is mulling a run for the White

House in 2020, telling a ...

The Boston Globe

5 hours ago

Meet the 'Hurricane Cowboy' who rescues

animals in Florence's aftermath



As floodwaters forced some South Carolinians

to evacuate in Hurricane Florence's aftermath,

the man known as the "Hurricane Cowboy"

rode into dangerous ...

CNN

today

Florence Silenced North Carolina’s Political

Rancor. But for How Long?

Political leaders say they hope for a

cooperative effort on storm relief measures,

but there are already signs of tooth-and-claw

partisanship rearing up again.

The New York Times

today

The administration is asking a lower court to

block Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross'

deposition as it prepares to ask the Supreme

Court to review the lawsuits over the 2020

census citizenship question.

Census Citizenship Question: Trump

Administration Eyes Supreme Court Showdown

The administration is asking a lower court to

block Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross'



deposition as it prepares to ask the Supreme

Court to review the lawsuits ...

NPR

5 hours ago

Trump admin asks court to block deposition for

Wilbur Ross in 2020 census case | TheHill

The Trump administration has asked a court to

block Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross from

being ordered to give a deposition explaining

his decision to ...

The Hill

today

World

More World

Medical team members help patients outside a

hospital after an earthquake and a tsunami hit

Palu, on Sulawesi island on September 29,

2018.

Tsunami Hits Indonesia, Leaving More Than

300 Dead

Hospitals and rescuers are struggling to deal

with the aftermath of a 7.5 magnitude

earthquake that triggered an unexpected



tsunami that struck the Indonesian ...

NPR

today

Massive wave hits Palu in Indonesia

video_youtube

Guardian News

today

Indonesia earthquake kills hundreds as quake

triggers 20-foot-high tsunami waves

Last Updated Sep 29, 2018 11:50 AM EDT.

PALU, Indonesia -- Residents too afraid to

sleep indoors camped out in the darkness

Saturday while victims ...

CBS News

today

Indonesia earthquake, tsunami death toll tops

400, hundreds more injured

Rescue workers in Indonesia continued a

desperate search for survivors Sunday, two

days after a powerful earthquake hit the island

of Sulawesi and triggered a ...

CNN

one hour ago



Indonesia tsunami: Aftershocks rock Palu day

after disaster

An air traffic controller died ensuring a plane

got away after the quake which killed 408

people.

BBC News

today

The aircraft carrier USS Theodore Roosevelt

(CVN 71) transits the South China Sea in this

U.S. Navy picture taken October 29, 2015. U.S.

Secretary of Defense Ash Carter will visit the

Roosevelt as it transits the South China Sea on

Thursday, a move sure to raise the ire of China

as tensions between Washington and Beijing

simmer over the disputed waterway. Picture

taken October 29, 2015. REUTERS/U.S.

Navy/Mass Communications Specialist 3rd

Class Anthony N. Hilkowski/Handout via

Reuters

Iran broadcasts video of encounter with USS

Theodore Roosevelt in Strait of Hormuz today

TEHRAN, Iran -- Iran's state TV has broadcast

footage purporting to show a close encounter



between the Revolutionary Guard's navy and

the USS Theodore ...

CBS News

today

Woman who criticized Egypt’s handling of

sexual harassment jailed for spreading ‘false

news’

Egyptian activist Amal Fathy's Facebook video

was only 12 minutes long — but that was

enough to catch the attention of Egyptian

authorities and earn her a ...

The Washington Post

today

Egypt Sends Actress to Jail for Spreading

‘Fake News’ Over Sexual Harassment

CAIRO—A woman has been sentenced in Egypt

to two years in prison for allegedly spreading

fake news after she posted a video on

Facebook decrying her ...

The Wall Street Journal

today

play_arrow

US pulls staff from Iraq, citing security threats



from Iran

The State Department announced Friday that it

has ordered all non-essential personnel leave

the US consulate in Basra, Iraq.

CNN

today

Diplomats evacuated from US consulate in Iraq

because of Iranian-backed violence

The U.S government announced on Friday that

the U.S. consulate in the southern Iraqi city of

Basra is being temporarily closed amid

violence, including a rocket ...

Fox News

today

Business

More Business

Musk forced out as Tesla chairman but stays

CEO in SEC settlement - POLITICO

Musk forced out as Tesla chairman but stays

CEO in SEC settlement

Elon Musk was forced out as chairman of Tesla

Inc. but will remain CEO of the electric car



maker – albeit with tighter oversight of his

Twitter account – as part of a ...

POLITICO

2 hours ago

Elon Musk agrees to pay $20 million and quit

as Tesla chairman in deal with SEC

Elon Musk agreed Saturday to step down as

chairman of Tesla and pay a $20 million fine in

a deal to settle charges brought this week by

the Securities and ...

CNN

2 hours ago

Tesla’s Elon Musk, SEC settle fraud charges

Musk will remain at the head of the company,

but step down as chairman.

Fox Business

4 hours ago

Musk Wins! The SEC Blinks! Tesla Loses

The CEO gets off light, but it's no vindication or

relief for his company.

Bloomberg

2 hours ago



Opinion

Time to Put Down the Bong, Elon

Tesla's CEO needs to steer the car maker

toward a future that doesn't depend on green

politics.

The Wall Street Journal

yesterday

Opinion

play_arrow

Facebook hack: What to do if you're affected

About 50 million Facebook users may have

been affected. Cybersecurity experts weigh in

on what to do now.

CNN

4 hours ago

What comes next in Facebook’s major data

breach

NEW YORK — For users, Facebook's revelation

of a data breach that gave attackers access to

50 million accounts raises an important

question: What happens ...

WDAF FOX4 Kansas City



today

Fed's interest-rate hikes mean different things

to different age groups

The impact of higher rates depends on where

you are in life. In general, for people borrowing

money, it means life is getting more expensive.

For savers, it ...

The Seattle Times

today

The Most Important Least-Noticed Economic

Event of the Decade

Understanding the slump — think of it as a

mini-recession — of 2015 and 2016 is

important in many ways. It helps explains the

economic growth spurt of the last ...

CNBC

today

Renaud Laplanche founded LendingClub in

2006 and turned it into one of the most

prominent start-ups to take on the financial

industry. After he resigned, the company’s

board said he had not been transparent with

them on multiple occasions.



LendingClub Founder, Ousted in 2016, Settles

Fraud Charges

The S.E.C. said that Renaud Laplanche had

improperly approved alterations to some of the

company's lending products to bolster the

company's financial ...

The New York Times

yesterday

SEC charges LendingClub unit with

mishandling investors' money

Ex-CEO Renaud Laplanche is now barred from

the securities industry.

CNN

today

Technology

More Technology

Facebook hack: What to do if you’re affected

Sheryl Sandberg, Mark Zuckerberg and me.

And there's a good chance you, too. Welcome

to a not-so-exclusive club: Facebook users

who may have been ...

WGHP FOX 8 Greensboro



2 hours ago

A Facebook Breach Let Hackers Access

Tinder, Instagram And Spotify

Nearly 50 million Facebook users had their

data breached on Friday while hackers were

able to access other connected accounts.

UPROXX

today

The Facebook hack affecting 50 million people

also let the attackers access users' Tinder,

Spotify, and Instagram accounts

Life just got worse for the 50 million people

caught up in what may be the biggest hack of

Facebook ever.

Business Insider

yesterday

Facebook hack gets worse as company admits

Instagram and other apps were exposed too

The Facebook hack is even worse than was at

first clear, the company has admitted. The site

had already admitted that a hole in its code

would allow people to ...



The Independent

today

What Instagram users need to know about

Facebook’s security breach

Even if you never log into Facebook itself

these days, the other apps and services you

use might be impacted by Facebook's latest

big, bad news. In a follow-up ...

TechCrunch

yesterday

The 2019 Altima has a secret weapon

The new 2019 Nissan Altima is affordable,

carries a whole host of new tech, and is far

more memorable to look at than its

predecessor, but the smartest upgrade.

SlashGear

today

2019 Nissan Altima First Drive Review: A Major

Leap Forward, With Room for Improvement

A nifty variable-compression turbo engine,

all-wheel-drive, and an interior that looks like it

was styled by someone named Heinrich finally



zhuzh things up a bit ...

The Drive

yesterday

Best Buy accidentally sells customer the new,

unannounced Chromecast

Google has its annual fall hardware event

planned for October 9th, but Best Buy has

accidentally leaked one of the announcements

— the new Chromecast ...

The Verge

today

An Unannounced Chromecast May Have Been

Stocked at Best Buy

There's a chance an unannounced Chromecast

may have been stocked and sold at a Best Buy

ahead of Google's hardware event.

Fortune

today

play_arrow

Meet 'Minecraft: Dungeons,' an adventure

game with online co-op

The new game from Mojang answers the



eternal question, what if Minecraft and

Gauntlet had a baby? Minecraft: Dungeons is a

brand-new game inspired by ...

video_youtube

Engadget

today

Mojang announces Minecraft: Dungeons

At Minecon today, Mojang announced a new

role-playing game set in the Minecraft

universe. It's called Minecraft: Dungeons. Due

out next year on Windows PC ...

Polygon

today

Entertainment

More Entertainment

Lindsay Lohan “Rescue” Attempt Of Refugee

Children Backfires In Bizarre Instagram Video

In what started as Lindsay Lohan's attempt at

a philanthropic act to help a homeless Syrian

refugee family turned into accusations of

children trafficking and a ...

Deadline

3 hours ago



Lindsay Lohan gets punched in the face after

accusing refugee parents of trafficking, trying

to take the kids

Lindsay Lohan has found a new meaning for

the Parent Trap, after the actress accused

Syrian refugee parents of human trafficking

and attempted to take their ...

Fox News

today

Lindsay Lohan accuses family of trafficking

children on Instagram Live before getting

smacked by the mom

Lindsay Lohan is under fire once again after a

bizarre incident involving a Syrian family that

she broadcast live on Instagram. The run-in

with the family began ...

Yahoo Entertainment

today

Lindsay Lohan disturbs Instagram Live viewers

as she tries to 'kidnap' family's children on the

street

Lindsay Lohan is facing criticism after posting



a live video on Instagram in which she follows

a homeless family down the street, trying to

separate the sons from ...

The Independent

today

Lindsay Lohan Punched By "Syrian Refugee"

For Child Trafficking Accusations

Lindsay Lohan isn't recognized for any type of

humanitarian work, but the actress seems to

have human rights on her mind. The former

child star filmed an ...

HotNewHipHop

today

Gwyneth Paltrow and Brad Falchuk Are

Married | E! News

Gwyneth Paltrow and Brad Falchuk Are

Married

The Oscar-winning actress and the co-creator

of Glee and American Horror Story exchanged

vows at a star-studded private wedding

ceremony, E! News has ...

E! NEWS

3 hours ago



Gwyneth Paltrow Marries Brad Falchuk in

Star-Studded Hamptons Wedding

Paltrow and Falchuk dated for more than three

years before tying the knot.

PEOPLE.com

4 hours ago

Kanye Says He Now Goes By 'YE' Just Prior To

'SNL' Performance

Kanye West will appear on “Saturday Night

Live” this weekend, but before he kicks off the

show's 44th season with host Adam Driver,

he's apparently entering a ...

HuffPost

4 hours ago

Kanye West announces his new name is 'Ye'

ahead of 'SNL' appearance

Kanye West has revealed that he has changed

his named to Ye ahead of his highly

anticipated appearance on Saturday Night

Live.

Fox News

today



Taylor Swift steps out for her boyfriend Joe

Alwyn's movie premiere

Taylor Swift joined her boyfriend Joe Alwyn for

the premiere of his movie "The Favourite" in

New York Friday, a rare public appearance for

the couple.

USA TODAY

today

Taylor Swift and Joe Alwyn Show PDA as

Singer Supports Boyfriend on His Big Night

Taylor Swift was by Joe Alwyn's side Friday

night as his new movie, The Favourite, kicked

off the New York Film Festival. The Grammy

winner, 28, and her British ...

PEOPLE.com

today

Sports

More Sports

Ohio State vs. Penn State score: Live game

updates, football highlights, stats, full

coverage

Live updates, highlights and analysis as No. 4



Ohio State and No. 9 Penn State square off.

CBSSports.com

15 minutes ago

Lee Corso picks Week 5: Ohio State Buckeyes

vs Penn State Nittany Lions | College GameDay

| ESPN

video_youtube

ESPN

today

Photos: This Cheerleader Is Going Viral On

ABC Tonight

STATE COLLEGE, PA - SEPTEMBER 10: Penn

State Nittany Lions fans cheer before the start

of their game against the Alabama Crimson

Tide at Beaver ...

The Spun

2 hours ago

Ohio State Football: Predictions for week 5

game vs. Penn State

As usual, we will make our picks on this

week's Ohio State football game. I was

extremely happy when the Buckeyes scored

late last Saturday..



FanSided

today

College football scores, highlights from Week 5

games

College football's Week 5 features five games

between top-25 opponents, including No. 12

West Virginia at No. 25 Texas Tech, No. 20

BYU at No.

Sporting News

30 minutes ago

Red Sox Fan Throws Back Home Run Ball, Hits

Giancarlo Stanton

In the face of seeing his team allow the

Yankees to get their 100th win of the season,

this Red Sox fan was able to get a little victory

of his own on Saturday.

Deadspin

3 hours ago

Yankees to host AL wild-card game, match

MLB home run record with 264

The Yankees hit four home runs for the second

straight game Friday night to reach 264 on the



year and pull even with the 1997 Mariners for

the most long balls ...

ESPN

yesterday

2018 Ryder Cup - The United States is making

a mess of another Ryder Cup in Europe and

here are all the reasons why

Every time the Ryder Cup is held outside the

U.S., the Americans fold. It has been 25 years

since Team USA has had a road win, and it

looks like it's headed ...

ESPN

today

Ryder Cup 2018: Europe sweeps USA in

foursomes

Europe swept the USA in foursomes for the

first time in history at the 2018 Ryder Cup on

Friday at Le Golf National near Paris.

video_youtube

UPI

yesterday

Chase Briscoe wins inaugural Xfinity race on

Charlotte Roval



Chase Briscoe defeated Justin Marks and

Austin Cindric for his first Xfinity win.

NBC Sports

5 hours ago

NASCAR adjusts tire barrier at Charlotte Motor

Speedway after hard crash

NASCAR will adjust a tire barrier after Bubba

Wallace and Erik Jones destroyed the front of

their cars in the chicane of the new

road-course-type layout at CMS.

ESPN

4 hours ago

Science

More Science

play_arrow

Settle down, guys. A skull-shaped asteroid is

not headed for Earth this Halloween

Despite what your social media feeds are

telling you, an asteroid shaped like a skull is

not going to zip by Earth this Halloween.

CNN

3 hours ago

Skull-shaped 'death comet' asteroid will fly by



Earth after Halloween

NASA says asteroid 2015 TB145, which is

believed to be a dead comet, will zoom past

Earth at a distance of 25 million miles on Nov.

11.

NBCNews.com

yesterday

Skull-Shaped Asteroid To Pass By On

Halloween

video_youtube

CBS New York

2 hours ago

'Death Comet' Capable of Destroying Small

State to Come Close to Earth

Our planet will have another approach with the

asteroid, which looks like a gigantic human

skull and is dubbed by NASA as the “Great

Pumpkin.” It passed by ...

Sputnik International

today

A Huge Skull Shaped Comet Is Heading For

Earth (Sort Of)



Comets can be fairly terrifying. Huge chunks of

flaming rocks flinging themselves through the

sky at a rate of knots, waiting to crash into

something. If you're not ...

LADbible

today

Fancy Some Experimental Martian Dirt - Just

$20 Plus Shipping

When we finally get to Mars, we're going to

need to be able to grow food and build shelters

and to figure out how, we need Mars dirt.

That's why scientists at the ...

Forbes

today

UCF selling experimental Martian dirt—$20 a

kilogram, plus shipping

This is not fake news. A team of UCF

astrophysicists has developed a scientifically

based, standardized method for creating

Martian and asteroid soil known as ...

Phys.org

today

What pushed 2017’s Atlantic hurricane season



into overdrive?

A lot of people would rather forget the 2017

Atlantic hurricane season, and many are no

longer alive because of it. Hurricanes Harvey,

Irma, and Maria were all ...

Ars Technica

yesterday

Warm tropical Atlantic waters juiced the 2017

hurricane season

Anomalously warm ocean waters in the

tropical Atlantic Ocean drove 2017's hurricane

powerhouses.

Science News

yesterday

Rovers send first footage from surface of

asteroid

Japan's intrepid, hopping asteroid rovers have

sent back footage and high-resolution imagery

of the surface of the celestial body they have

been exploring, ...

WGN TV Chicago

5 hours ago



This is the First Video Ever Shot from an

Asteroid's Surface

A week after giving us the first photo from the

surface of asteroid 162173 Ryugu, Japan's

MINERVA rovers have just sent back new

views of the asteroid's ...

PetaPixel

today

Health

More Health

Ebola’s spread from Congo growing as WHO

calls risk ‘very high'

The risk of the deadly Ebola virus spreading

from Congo is now “very high” after two

confirmed cases were discovered near the

Uganda border.

New York Post

today

Risk of Ebola's spread from Congo now 'very

high,' WHO says

The risk of the deadly Ebola virus spreading

from Congo is now "very high" after two



confirmed cases were discovered, the World

Health Organization says.

Yahoo News

today

Rebel attacks threaten to help Ebola spread

across border | TheHill

Public health officials warned this week that

their efforts to combat an outbreak of the

deadly Ebola virus are being hampered by

violence in an eastern province ...

The Hill

today

More DRC Ebola cases as risk raised to 'very

high'

As new Ebola cases continue in the

Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), the

World Health Organization (WHO) yesterday

raised the risk assessment for ...

CIDRAP

yesterday

Ebola Likely to Spread From Congo to Uganda,

W.H.O. Says



Local fighting and fleeing patients led the

organization to increase its alert level. The

disease has appeared in a Congolese fishing

village near Uganda.

The New York Times

yesterday

Flu Season Is Here, But How Effective Is the

2018 Flu Shot?

After 80000 U.S. influenza deaths during the

2017 flu season, the 2018 flu shot is looking

promising—so far.

Fortune

today

It's time for flu shots; survivor tells why you

should get a flu shot

Shelly Walter, a nurse in Northern Colorado,

believes in flu shots.

The Coloradoan

today

Lilly's newly-approved 'Emgality' offers relief

for migraine sufferers

INDIANAPOLIS (WTHR) - If you suffer from



migraines, you may soon be able to get a little

more relief and it might not cost you anything.

WTHR

today

New Eli Lilly drug to prevent migraines gets

FDA approval

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. – Eli Lilly and Company has

been testing a new drug to help prevent

migraines for years. On Thursday, that drug,

named "Emgality," was ...

FOX 59 Indianapolis

yesterday

Dear Abby: After husband dies, widow

abandons relatives, runs away with new man

DEAR ABBY: Our father died nine months after

his diagnosis with cancer. Within six months of

his funeral, our stepmother of 20-plus years

had begun a new ...

Chicago Sun-Times

today

Dear Abby: After remarriage, widow cuts

contact with stepfamily



Dear Abby: Our father died nine months after

his diagnosis with cancer. Within six months of

his funeral, our stepmother of 20-plus years

had begun a new ...

Bloomington Pantagraph
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Fact check

Steven Seagal Wants to Become a Governor in

Russia's Far East. He Needs to Learn the Law

Polygraph.info

Is This a Photograph of a Wasted Brett

Kavanaugh?

Snopes.com

Spectator Index tweet exaggerates Nigeria's

suicide rate



Africa Check

Bill Nelson cherry-picks Rick Scott's education

funding record

PolitiFact

Brett Kavanaugh wrongly claimed he could

drink legally in Maryland in high school

CBS News

Spotlight

Why the Left Is Consumed With Hate

The Wall Street Journal

6 days ago

Opinion

The untold story of the vegetable peeler that

changed the world

Fast Company

5 days ago

Golden State of Mind | By DeMarcus Cousins

The Players' Tribune

2 days ago

Cities Are Teaming Up to Offer Broadband, and

the FCC Is Mad

WIRED

2 days ago

The death of once high-flying VC funds

TechCrunch



Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are,

from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed

scenario as documented),

blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups

(also - forwarded to Sen. Warren

to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-

necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total

bulls**t america/americans are!



[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]



FBI has reached out to Kavanaugh accuser

Deborah Ramirez

CNN Digital Expansion 2018 Veronica

Stracqualursi

By Veronica Stracqualursi, CNN

Updated 4:34 PM ET, Sat September 29, 2018

Lawyer: Kavanaugh accuser cooperating with

FBI

Now Playing Lawyer: Kavanaugh accuser

cooperating with FBI

 

Lawyer: Kavanaugh accuser cooperating with

FBI 01:22

Washington (CNN)The FBI has reached out to

Deborah Ramirez, who has accused Brett

Kavanaugh of inappropriate sexual behavior

when they were in college, in its background

investigation of the Supreme Court nominee,

her lawyer has confirmed to CNN.

"We can confirm the FBI has reached out to



interview Ms. Ramirez and she has agreed to

cooperate with their investigation," Ramirez's

attorney, John Clune, said in a statement. "Out

of respect for the integrity of the process, we

will have no further comment at this time."

The Washington Post first reported that the FBI

has contacted Ramirez.

How the FBI will investigate the allegations

against Kavanaugh

How the FBI will investigate the allegations

against Kavanaugh

Ramirez came forward with her allegation in

The New Yorker, telling the publication that

Kavanaugh exposed himself to her at

dormitory party while the two were

undergraduate students at Yale.

The FBI is also investigating the allegation of

Christine Blasey Ford that Kavanaugh sexually

assaulted her when they were high schoolers

in the Washington, DC, suburbs.

Kavanaugh has vehemently denied both

allegations.

On Friday, President Donald Trump directed



the FBI to re-open its background investigation

of his nominee after Republican Sen. Jeff Flake

of Arizona called for a one-week delay to the

Senate floor vote on the nomination so that the

agency could investigate Ford's allegations.

A senior GOP leadership aide told CNN that the

first key procedural vote on the Senate floor on

Kavanaugh's nomination would be no later

than Friday and could happen sooner if the FBI

wraps up its investigation before then.

CNN's Scott McLean, Eric Bradner, Manu Raju,

Phil Mattingly and Dana Bash contributed to

this report. 
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from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed

scenario as documented),

blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups

(also - forwarded to Sen. Warren

to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-
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their request:
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FBI reaches out to 2nd woman who has

accused Kavanaugh of sexual misconduct

The FBI has begun contacting people as part of

an additional background investigation of

Supreme Court nominee Brett M. Kavanaugh. It

was unclear whether agents had yet

interviewed Deborah Ramirez, who was a

classmate of Kavanaugh's at Yale. President

Trump said Saturday the FBI investigation “will

be a blessing in disguise. It will be a good

thing.”

    By Shane Harris, Matt Zapotosky, Tom

Hamburger and Seung Min Kim1 hour ago

Partisan politics, Kavanaugh’s defiant words

put Supreme Court in unwelcome spotlight

The Senate’s partisan warfare over Judge

Brett M. Kavanaugh’s nomination and

Kavanaugh’s own denunciations of his political

enemies have drawn scrutiny.

    By Robert Barnes and Carol D. Leonnig



    In West Virginia, Trump turns Kavanaugh

nomination fight into partisan rallying cry

American Bar Association had concerns in

2006 about Kavanaugh

The ABA flagged concerns of possible bias just

before the Senate made Brett M. Kavanaugh a

federal judge.

    By Avi Selk

    The ACLU typically stays neutral about

Supreme Court nominees. It didn’t with

Kavanaugh.

Laynette Van Anne and Kerri Schnase-Berge.

(Valerie Mosley for The Washington Post)

Laynette Van Anne and Kerri Schnase-Berge.

(Valerie Mosley for The Washington Post)

For two Nebraska women, Kavanaugh hearings

tested their view of their country and each

other

On one small-town cul-de-sac in the western

part of one of the reddest states in America,

the differences splitting the country played out



Thursday between neighbors Kerri

Schnase-Berge and Laynette Van Anne, who

both awaited the Supreme Court nomination

hearing with a sense that the stakes couldn’t

be higher.

    By Greg Jaffe

One moment at hearings earned Sen. Amy

Klobuchar rave reviews. But is it what

Democrats demand for 2020?

Her exchange with Supreme Court nominee

Brett M. Kavanaugh at once showed how

impactful the Democratic senator from

Minnesota could be — and how unlikely she is

to provide Democrats the fire-breathing

anti-Trump they seem to want.

    By Aaron Blake and David Weigel

Opinions

If we want to protect the Supreme Court’s

legitimacy, Kavanaugh should not be on it

    By Jennifer Rubin



I tracked down my rapist. I also found his wife.

    By Beth Jacob

The nominee is lying. His upbringing explains

why.

    By Shamus Khan

The case against Kavanaugh isn’t just about

sex. It’s about sexual humiliation.

    By Andi Zeisler

Many teens drink. Rich ones are more likely to

abuse alcohol.

    By Suniya S. Luthar

The United States still lacks a realistic policy

on Syria and Iran

    Editorial Board

More Top Stories



Even among conservatives, Trump’s use of

presidential power causes alarm

Constitutionally, his actions are defensible.

But there is deepening worry that Congress

will impose permanent restrictions on the

office as lawmakers seek to restrain this

president.

    By Ellen Nakashima

Heavy smoke billows from fires set in 1921 in a

prosperous black business district in Tulsa,

Okla. (Corbis/Getty Images)

Heavy smoke billows from fires set in 1921 in a

prosperous black business district in Tulsa,

Okla. (Corbis/Getty Images)



Nearly a 100 years after a mob torched Tulsa’s

‘Black Wall Street,’ gentrification stirs tensions

New development in the area where hundreds

of black-owned businesses and homes were

set afire in 1921, killing more than 300 people,

has spurred questions about both past and

present.

    By DeNeen L. Brown and Leo Ji

Tesla’s Elon Musk settles with SEC, paying $20

million fine and resigning as board chairman

As part of the settlement, Tesla will separately

pay another $20 million, add two new

independent directors to its board, and monitor

more closely Musk’s public communications.



    By Renae Merle3 hours ago

Labour’s left turn puts pressure on U.K. Tories

as they bicker over Brexit

Jeremy Corbyn gave what his critics in the

British press called the best speech of his

30-year career on Wednesday, laying out a

populist vision for a softer, socialist Britain.

    By William Booth

Argentines sacrifice vacations, Internet and

even food as economic crisis deepens

Latin America’s third-largest economy is being

whipsawed by rising inflation and a currency

plunge, hurting everyone from laborers who are



getting less work to professionals facing credit

card bills with soaring interest rates.

    By Natalio Cosoy

Death toll in Indonesia from earthquake and

tsunami could reach into the thousands,

nation’s vice president says

Disaster relief agencies were preparing for the

worst as the death toll from Friday’s

earthquake and tsunami quickly rose into the

hundreds, with the epicenter still cut off.

    By Ainur Rohmah and Shibani Mahtani

    Photos: Scenes of destruction and



devastation 

Sen. Elizabeth Warren says she will take ‘hard

look’ at presidential run

The statement, made at a town hall event in

Massachusetts, is her most explicit

acknowledgment yet of her presidential

ambitions.

    By Mike DeBonis2 hours ago

Weekend Picks

Retropod

Podcast

(AP)

(AP)



Rosie the Riveter isn’t who you think she is

An American in the 1940s would not recognize

the woman from the “We Can Do It!” poster as

Rosie the Riveter.

    By Michael S. Rosenwald
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elections
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Locher)Photos
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'They should be ashamed': Orlando women

react to Ford, Kavanaugh hearing
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Musk settles with SEC, steps down as board

chairman of Tesla
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True of course ... america’s a total

fraud/bulls**t ... Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:



http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/Pei

avCoanetals.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
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Ford's friend doesn't 'refute' assault claim,

lawyer says

An attorney for Leland Keyser states in a letter

to the Senate Judiciary Committee that his

client doesn't deny Christine Blasey Ford's

assault claim against Brett Kavanaugh.

'Unable to corroborate' Ford's account
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UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Days after U.S.

President Donald Trump denounced globalism

before world leaders at the United Nations,

China and Russia positioned themselves Friday

as defenders of internationalism that are

keeping promises when Washington is backing



away from them.
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U.S. and Canada Are Close to Signing Nafta

Deal This Weekend

U.S. and Canadian negotiators could wrap up a

Nafta deal as soon as Saturday in their bid to

avoid a fight that imperils $500 billion in

annual trade, said people familiar with the

talks said. There’s renewed urgency to nail

down a new North
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(Reuters) - California Governor Jerry Brown

signed several gun control bills into law on

Friday, including one measure that raises the

minimum age for buying rifles and shotguns

from 18 to 21. The new laws come seven

months after a gunman opened fire with
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Partisan rage over Kavanaugh accusations

roils midterm campaigns

The emotional battle over sexual assault

allegations against Supreme Court nominee

Brett M. Kavanaugh threatens to further erode
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challengers in pro-Trump states a chance to
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conservatives.
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in Indonesia
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Indonesia Tsunami Toll Soars Above 800

    The death toll is expected to rise

significantly as rescuers scramble to reach the

worst-hit areas. Without heavy equipment,

people used their hands to claw through

rubble.

    Questions began mounting as to why

residents were not adequately warned, given

the area’s history of facing deadly waves.

2h ago

1:07Evacuations Continue After Deadly

Disasters

While search and rescue efforts in Palu

centered on a hotel and a shopping mall that



had crumpled, thousands of other buildings

were destroyed. Arimacs Wilander/EPA, via

Shutterstock

Details of F.B.I.’s Kavanaugh Inquiry Show Its

Restricted Range

    The F.B.I. will interview four witnesses

about sexual assault claims against Judge

Brett M. Kavanaugh as part of a background

check, not a full-fledged criminal investigation.

    The White House will decide the breadth of

the inquiry and can order further investigation

based on the findings from the four interviews.

1h ago

Here Are Three Inconsistencies the F.B.I.



Investigation Could Address

The Senate testimony of Dr. Blasey and Judge

Kavanaugh revealed several details in their

stories that do not match up.

1h ago

We fact-checked Judge Kavanaugh’s

testimony.

Sept. 29

BRITAIN IN FLUX

6 Months Before Brexit, Many in U.K. Fear ‘It’s

Looking Very Grisly’

    As the March 29 deadline approaches, the

country is in many ways in the same position it

was on the morning after the 2016 referendum:



without a clear plan.

    British leaders remain mired in infighting,

still presenting competing visions as the Brexit

countdown enters its final stage.

4h ago

On London’s Crowded Streets, a Flood of

Phone Boxes

Proposals for hundreds of public phones

plastered with ads have set off a battle over

Britain’s public space.

Sept. 29

London is being flooded with new phone boxes.

Critics say they are basically glorified

billboards, but planning laws treat them as an



essential utility. Jane Stockdale for The New

York Times

Hundreds of Migrant Children Are Quietly

Moved to a Tent Camp on the Texas Border

    The federal government has been moving

hundreds of children a week under cover of

darkness to a tent city on the Mexican border

in West Texas.

    Children sleep lined up in bunks. There is no

school, and access to legal services is limited.

2h ago

Hit Men and Power: South Africa’s Leaders Are

Killing One Another



    About 90 politicians have been killed in

South Africa since the start of 2016.

    In most cases, African National Congress

officials are eliminating fellow party members

in an all-or-nothing fight over money, turf and

power.

Sept. 30

The funeral for Sindiso Magaqa, the most

prominent African National Congress politician

assassinated so far, in Umzimkhulu last

September. Thuli Dlamini/Sunday Times, via

Getty Images

The weekend

11 of Our Best Weekend Reads



Padma Lakshmi on her rape and why she kept

silent. Joan Jett on her lot in life. Joe Ide

writes again. Remembering summer and the

Village Voice. And more.

Sept. 29

It isn’t all bad out there. Here’s The Week in

Good News.

Sept. 27

Did you stay up to date this week? Take our

news quiz.

1h ago

Opinion

James Comey: The F.B.I. Can Do This

Despite limitations and partisan attacks, the

bureau can find out a lot about the Kavanaugh



accusations in a week.

1h ago

Norman Eisen

Depressed About the Future of Democracy?

Study History

The liberal project has faced far greater

challenges before.

Sept. 29
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Fury Is a Political Weapon. And Women Need to

Wield It.
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An Age Divided by Sex

More Evidence That Nutrition Studies Don’t

Always Add Up

The Editorial Board



A Promising Step in Tackling Childhood Cancer

Editors’ Picks

Fox, via Photofest

‘The Simpsons’ at 30: Six Era-Defining

Episodes

Homer, Marge, Bart, Lisa and Maggie: Since

1989, they haven’t aged a day. But they have

evolved, as the culture has with them.

TelevisionSept. 29

Sunday Book Review: I, Knausgaard

With Book 6 of “My Struggle,” the famous

Norwegian author completes the saga of his

life.

Matt Damon Plays Brett Kavanaugh in ‘S.N.L.’ 



Advertisement

    The Next California

Natural disaster is inevitable in California. And

it can define a governor's legacy

Whether fire or earthquake, mudslide or

drought, natural disaster is an inextricable part

of the California experience. And it threatens

to snarl the next governor’s plans.

    • We asked Newsom and Cox their thoughts

on some of the most pressing issues facing

California



    • Can the next governor fix the state’s

problems? It depends on Palo Alto

Did an L.A. real estate broker shortchange the

citizens of an African nation out of millions?

Did an L.A. real estate broker shortchange the

citizens of an African nation out of millions?
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It wasn't pretty, but the Dodgers made the

playoffs. There's just one more thing to take

care of before the season ends

    • Dodgers surprised to hear Scherzer not

pitching finale against Rockies

    Column



It wasn't pretty, but the Dodgers made the

playoffs. There's just one more thing to take

care of before the season ends

Bill Plaschke

By Bill Plaschke

Trump says FBI has 'free rein' in Kavanaugh

investigation, yet he's put strict limits on

agents' work

The White House is reportedly not permitting

the FBI to pursue the allegation of a third

accuser, Julie Swetnick, who said Brett

Kavanaugh was present at a party where she

was gang-raped.

Noah Bierman

By Noah Bierman



    • Analysis: Kavanaugh's angry testimony

may save his nomination, but undercut his

claims of being an impartial jurist

Campaign to repeal gas tax short of cash as

California Republican leaders focus funds on

other contests

Republicans have argued that the tax is

unnecessary and that previous gas taxes and

vehicle fees were sufficient to make needed

improvements to the transportation system.

Patrick McGreevy

By Patrick McGreevy

Musk gets off the ropes with SEC settlement,

but Tesla still has a bruising fight ahead



Musk gets off the ropes with SEC settlement,

but Tesla still has a bruising fight ahead

By Daniel Miller  and Russ Mitchell

Indonesia's death toll tops 800, with several

coastal towns still to be heard from

Indonesia's death toll tops 800, with several

coastal towns still to be heard from

By Simon Roughneen  and Shashank Bengali

WEEKEND READS

In need of life-saving surgery, he was promised

refuge in America. Just 15 months later, he

died — still waiting

In need of life-saving surgery, he was promised

refuge in America. Just 15 months later, he

died — still waiting

It had already been a busy day for the Las



Vegas coroner when the shooting started. It

left him a changed man

Extra inventory. More sales. Lower prices. How

counterfeits benefit Amazon

California high-speed rail: A train to nowhere

without a conductor

LAPD cracks down on use of homeless people

for ballot initiative fraud on skid row
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Matt Damon as Brett Kavanaugh on 'SNL'

season opener: 'I’m a keg-is-half-full kind of

guy'



'Saturday Night Live' kicked off its 44th season

by offering its take on the divisive Senate

Judiciary hearing for Supreme Court nominee

Brett Kavanaugh and his accuser Christine

Blasey Ford.

Yvonne Villarreal

By Yvonne Villarreal

    • President Donald Trump reacts to Kanye

West's 'Saturday Night Live' appearance

Search continues for shark that attacked boy

in Encinitas

Deportation-themed board game at middle

school upsets student and parent in Oceanside



    Column

Once California's governor vetoes a bill,

lawmakers almost never challenge the

decision

VOICES
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    One year after the Las Vegas shooting: Life

goes on, but not for everyone
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goes on, but not for everyone
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Court will lose its magic power: prestige
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Headlines

More Headlines

play_arrow

Fight over Kavanaugh intensifies amid

confusion over limits of FBI sexual assault

investigation

The FBI investigation meant to defuse the

explosive conflict over Supreme Court nominee

Brett M. Kavanaugh sparked a new round of

partisan combat Sunday, ...

The Washington Post

one hour ago

Limits to FBI's Kavanaugh investigation have

not changed, despite Trump's comments



According to sources, Trump's Saturday night

tweet has not changed the limits imposed by

the White House counsel's office on the FBI's

Kavanaugh ...

NBCNews.com

yesterday

FBI's Kavanaugh investigation narrow in scope

Washington (CNN) The FBI investigation into

allegations against Supreme Court nominee

Brett Kavanaugh is narrowly focused, top

officials said in interviews ...

CNN

2 hours ago

Senate and FBI can still get the Kavanaugh

nomination right | TheHill



The American people deserve a vetting and

confirmation process that is respectful to all

involved.

The Hill

today

Opinion

Bernie Sanders: FBI Must Determine If

Kavanaugh Told The Truth Under Oath

"Lying to Congress is a federal crime," senator

notes.

HuffPost

today

Sen. Grassley Asks FBI To Investigate

Apparently False Kavanaugh Allegations



Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Chuck

Grassley is asking the FBI to investigate

apparently false sexual misconduct allegations

leveled against Supreme ...

HuffPost

today

Senate Judiciary Committee refers false

Kavanaugh allegation to FBI, DOJ for criminal

investigation

Washington (CNN) The Senate Judiciary

Committee has referred an individual who

made "materially false statements" alleging

misconduct by Supreme Court ...

CNN

3 hours ago



Dramatic rescues amid the rubble as death toll

tops 800 from Indonesia quake, tsunami

Amid the horror of a magnitude 7.5 earthquake

that triggered a tsunami in Indonesia, leaving

more than 800 dead, came word of heroic

rescue attempts in the ...

USA TODAY

3 hours ago

Indonesia earthquake: Huge surge in death toll

At least 832 people died in the earthquake and

tsunami that hit Indonesia, emergency officials

say.

BBC News

today



Predictions of a 'Kavanaugh wave' in

November. But for Democrats or GOP?

Operatives in both parties say the allegations

of sexual assault against President Donald

Trump's Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh will matter in ...

NBCNews.com

today

For Supreme Court, Kavanaugh marks partisan

turning point

Judge Brett Kavanaugh delivered the angriest

partisan message heard from a Supreme Court

nominee in modern times.

CNN



2 days ago

U.S.

More U.S.

Counselor to the President Kellyanne Conway,

listens as US President Donald Trump speaks

at American Center for Mobility in Ypsilanti,

Michigan on March 15, 2017. / AFP PHOTO /

Nicholas Kamm (Photo credit should read

NICHOLAS KAMM/AFP/Getty Images)

White House adviser Kellyanne Conway: "I'm a

victim of sexual assault"

"I don't expect Judge Kavanaugh or Jake

Tapper or Jeff Flake or anybody to be held

responsible for that," Conway said Sunday.

CBS News



5 hours ago

Kellyanne Conway: ‘I’m a victim of sexual

assault’

The searing personal revelation on CNN came

during a discussion on Supreme Court nominee

Brett M. Kavanaugh.

The Washington Post

today

Conway: ‘We're not trying to interfere’ in FBI

investigation | TheHill

White House counselor Kellyanne Conway said

Sunday that the Trump administration is not

going to interfere in the FBI investigation into

sexual misconduct ...



The Hill

today

Kellyanne Conway tells CNN: “I'm a victim of

sexual assault.”

Conway serves as Counselor to the President

and was appointed campaign manager for

Donald Trump in August 2016.

video_youtube

Salon

5 hours ago

Kellyanne Conway speaks out: 'I'm a victim of

sexual assault'

An emotional Kellyanne Conway came forward

as a victim of sexual assault during an



interview on Sunday.

Fox News

today

3 dead after car explosion; perpetrator

'probably killed'

A car exploded on a downtown street, killing at

least one person and leading to a

shelter-in-place order for nearby residents, and

federal authorities are helping ...

Fox News

one hour ago

FBI investigating after car explosion kills 1 on

city street in Pennsylvania

ALLENTOWN, Pa. (AP) — A car exploded on a



city street, killing at least one person and

leading to a shelter-in-place order for nearby

residents, and federal ...

KATU

today

Hurricane Rosa's remnants to bring

widespread heavy rain to southwest US

As forecast, Hurricane Rosa is weakening as it

moves over the cooler waters of the northern

coast of Mexico. However, Rosa will bring

flooding rains across ...

ABC News

today

Flash Flood Watches Up For The American

Southwest As Hurricane Rosa Approaches



Mexico

The remnants of Hurricane Rosa could bring

flooding rains to the American Southwest early

this week.

Forbes

today

Las Vegas strip will go dark to honor shooting

rampage victims

The marquees along the iconic Las Vegas Strip

will go dark Monday night to mark the first

anniversary of a gunman's rampage that killed

58 people at an ...

USA TODAY

3 hours ago



Las Vegas: One Year After America's Worst

Mass Shooting by an Individual

Las Vegas, Nevada, is known worldwide for its

gambling, resorts, shopping and entertainment.

But one year ago, it became the site of the

worst mass shooting ...

video_youtube

VOA News

4 hours ago

World

More World

A man casts his vote at a polling station on

September 30, 2018, in Tetovo, Macedonia.

Macedonians all across the country went to

the polls to vote in a referendum to change the



country's name to the Republic of North

Macedonia and end a long running dispute with

Greece. (Photo by Chris McGrath/Getty Images)

Low Turnout Threatens The Result Of

Macedonia's Vote On Whether To Change Its

Name

Voters in Macedonia took to the polls on

Sunday to decide on a controversial

referendum on whether to change the name of

their country — a move that would ...

NPR

3 hours ago

Troubled NATO may be about to get a new

member: Macedonia



Support for NATO among Macedonians remains

high, with 77 percent saying they want to join

the alliance according to a poll last month.

NBCNews.com

today

In a blow to the West, most Macedonians sit

out vote to unlock NATO and E.U. membership

As NATO nations and Russia vie for influence

in the Balkans, voters opted overwhelmingly to

end a long-running fight with Greece over their

country's name and ...

The Washington Post

one hour ago

Macedonia name referendum fails to reach

turnout threshold: election commission



SKOPJE (Reuters) - Turnout in Macedonia's

referendum on whether to change the

country's name to resolve a dispute with

Greece will be below the 50 percent ...

Reuters

2 hours ago

Macedonia referendum: Polls close name

change vote

The referendum on renaming the country North

Macedonia could lead to Nato and EU

membership.

BBC News

today

World War Three alert: ‘You CAN'T stop us

sailing there’ US warship heads into China Sea



A guided-missile destroyer, USS Decatur sailed

within 12 nautical miles (13.8 miles on land) of

reefs near the Spratly Islands in the South

China Sea, two US ...

Express.co.uk

17 minutes ago

US warship sails by contested island chain in

South China Sea in message to Beijing, official

says

A U.S. warship sailed Sunday near two

contested Chinese man-made islands in the

South China Sea, the location where Beijing

has built up military ...

Fox News

today



President Trump's Nafta Deal With Canada Is

Close

The Trump administration is growing confident

that a trade deal with Canada is moving close,

and that a trilateral Nafta agreement will be

published before the ...

Bloomberg

one hour ago

U.S., Canada Near a Deal on Nafta as Midnight

Deadline Looms

U.S. and Canadian officials were nearing a deal

Sunday afternoon on rewriting the North

American Free Trade Agreement, hoping to

complete the new accord ...



Wall Street Journal

3 hours ago

Theresa May, Facing Hard Deadline, Struggles

to Navigate Treacherous Brexit Politics

The British prime minister, armed with

doggedness but not charisma, must come to

terms with the EU by March or risk a no-deal

exit that unleashes uncertainty.

Wall Street Journal

4 hours ago

Brexit plan critics are playing politics, says

Theresa May

Those who refuse to back the Chequers plan

for Brexit are "playing politics" with the UK's



future, Theresa May says. In the Sunday Times,

Mrs May stressed ...

BBC News

today

Business

More Business

Elon Musk, Tesla SEC deal is good for business

but may sully image

Now that Tesla CEO Elon Musk has settled

fraud charges that arose from an errant tweet,

what's next for the billionaire, his electric-car

company, and the many ...

USA TODAY

3 hours ago

Elon Musk Settles with SEC



video_youtube

Newsy

today

Elon Musk's Volunteer Army Out in Force at

Buzzing Tesla Outlets

Elon Musk got sued and quickly settled with

the SEC? Whatever. The big news for Janet

Beach was finally getting her hands on the

wheel of the Tesla Model 3 ...

Bloomberg

today

SEC’s focus on U.S. corporate bosses pays off

with Musk settlement

A high-profile settlement with Tesla Inc Chief



Executive Elon Musk exemplifies a recent push

by the U.S. Securities and Exchange

Commission to go after ...

Reuters

one hour ago

How the Kardashians and Selena Gomez are

smarter than Elon Musk

Elon Musk is clearly a business and technology

genius. He drove the creation of SpaceX and

reusable rockets and has electric cars popular.

However, all of the ...

Next Big Future

2 hours ago

California becomes first state to require

women on corporate boards



Jerry Brown approved the legislation Sunday

that forces changes at publicly traded

California-based corporations by 2020.

NBCNews.com

2 hours ago

California Becomes 1st State to Require

Women on Corporate Boards

California has become the first state to require

publicly traded companies to include women

on their boards of directors, one of a series of

laws boosting or ...

KTLA Los Angeles

2 hours ago

Saudi Arabia Shelves Work on SoftBank’s $200

Billion Solar Project



Saudi Arabia has put on hold a $200 billion

plan with SoftBank to build the world's biggest

solar-power-generation project, setting back

another eye-catching ...

Wall Street Journal

4 hours ago

Saudi shelves $200 billion SoftBank Solar

project: WSJ

Saudi Arabia has shelved a $200 billion plan

with SoftBank Group Corp <9984.T> to build

the world's biggest solar-power-generation

project, the Wall Street ...

Reuters

3 hours ago

Another Financial Crisis Is Coming: Here's



What Investors Need To Know

It's been 10 years since the worst financial

crisis since the Great Depression tanked the

US economy and stock market. Today the

financial media is full of pred.

Seeking Alpha

today

Technology

More Technology

3 Winners From the Apple iPhone XS Max

Teardown

Here are three companies whose components

are inside Apple's biggest smartphone.

The Motley Fool



today

Apple's iPhone XS Has A Serious Problem

Apple's iPhone XS and iPhone XS Max has a

serious new problem which may require a

product recall...

Forbes

yesterday

Some iPhone XS and XS Max devices have an

annoying charging problem

Some iPhone XS and XS Max owners have

noticed a bug that's stopping their devices

from charging properly.

video_youtube

Mashable



4 hours ago

Apple iPhone XS Max OtterBox case roundup:

Three options for adding rugged drop

protection

The iPhone XS Max is Apple's most expensive

smartphone yet and while it offers a high level

of dust and water resistance, it is still

susceptible to drops. OtterBox ...

ZDNet

today

Not Exciting - But Still Good | iPhone XS & XS

Max Review | Trusted Reviews

video_youtube

Trusted Reviews

today



[Update: More photos] Third-generation

Chromecast hardware leaks, shows refreshed

design w/ Google logo

It's been over three years since Google last

refreshed its most popular product, the

Chromecast. We've been hearing bits of

information for the past few months ...

9to5Google

today

Best Buy accidentally sells customer the new,

unannounced Chromecast

Google has its annual fall hardware event

planned for October 9th, but Best Buy has

accidentally leaked one of the announcements



— the new Chromecast ...

The Verge

yesterday

Here's everything Minecraft dev Mojang

announced at Minecon Earth 2018 (including

the pandas)

Pandas are coming to Minecraft.There are

other things too - the Village and Pillage

update, a new free marketplace content called

Inspirational Island, and…

Eurogamer.net

today

Minecraft: Dungeons will dungeon-crawl

through the blockworld



A new Minecraft spin-off game will delve into

the blockworld as a dungeon-crawler in 2019,

developers Mojang announced this weekend

during their MineCon ...

Rock Paper Shotgun

today

The war over music copyrights

VC firms haven't been the only ones raising

hundreds of millions of dollars to invest in a

booming market. After 15+ years of being the

last industry anyone ...

TechCrunch

5 hours ago

Entertainment

More Entertainment



play_arrow

Kanye West goes MAGApalooza 2.0 on social

media after his pro-Trump rant gets him booed

on SNL

Anyone who thought Kanye West's pro-Trump

outburst earlier this year was a momentary

lapse in judgement received a sobering dose of

reality on Saturday ...

video_youtube

Mic

2 hours ago

Kanye West's Pro-Trump Rant Gets Boos on

Saturday Night Live: 'My God,' Says Chris Rock

Live from New York, it's Kanye West — with



some opinions to share. The “Wouldn't Leave”

rapper, 41, wrapped up the season premiere of

Saturday Night Live ...

PEOPLE.com

today

Saturday Night Live: Kanye West controversy

trumps lame sketches

There was no way the cold open of Saturday

Night Live's 44th season premiere wouldn't

revolve around the Ford-Kavanaugh Senate

hearing, even though the ...

video_youtube

The Guardian

today

Kanye West Delivers Pro-Trump Rant on 'SNL,'



Gets Booed

The rapper/entrepreneur delivered a pro-Trump

speech in a red MAGA hat after his final

performance—one that didn't make it to air.

The Daily Beast

today

Trump Slams SNL After Kavanaugh Sketch:

‘Just a Political Ad for the Dems’

Last night, Saturday Night Live took aim at

Judge Brett Kavanaugh, mocking his love of

beer, old calendars and college workouts, but

President Donald Trump ...

Mediaite

5 hours ago



Kanye West Clarifies “Abolish The 13th

Amendment” Tweet; Celebs And Media React

Kanye West continues to be Kanye West. After

making a pro-Trump speech during Saturday

Night Live, the MAGA cap-wearing rapper sent

a "message of love" ...

Deadline

one hour ago

Kanye West calls for the abolition of the 13th

Amendment while wearing MAGA hat

The singer posted a message on Twitter

seemingly calling for the abolition of the 13th

Amendment to the Constitution of the United

States.



Yahoo Entertainment

3 hours ago

play_arrow

SNL's Kavanaugh hearing vs. the real thing

"Saturday Night Live" took on Brett

Kavanaugh's testimony on Sept. 27, denying

sexual assault allegations, in the cold open of

its 44th season premiere on Se...

video_youtube

The Washington Post

4 hours ago

'I'm a keg half full kinda guy': Matt Damon

stars as Kavanaugh in Saturday Night Live skit

Damon steps into the shoes of the U.S.



Supreme Court nominee, calling the

accusations against him a plot by the Clintons

and George Soros.

Haaretz

today

Gwyneth Paltrow shares first photo after

marrying Brad Falchuk

Gwyneth Paltrow showed off her slender gold

wedding band on Sunday, after wedding Brad

Falchuk in the Hamptons on Saturday.

New York Post

2 hours ago

Gwyneth Paltrow Marries Brad Falchuk in

Star-Studded Hamptons Wedding



Paltrow and Falchuk dated for more than three

years before tying the knot.

PEOPLE.com

yesterday

Sports

More Sports

Team Europe's Tommy Fleetwood celebrates

with spectators after winning the Ryder Cup in

Guyancourt, France, on Sept. 30, 2018. 

2018 Ryder Cup results: Europe wins over U.S.

today to reclaim title

The home team secured the victory when Phil

Mickelson knocked one in the water at the

par-3 16th hole.

CBS News



today

2018 Ryder Cup -- Europe defeats United

States to maintain home dominance

Europe topped the United States 17½-10½ to

extend its Ryder Cup home winning streak.

ESPN

today

Ryder Cup 2018 Leaderboard: Europe Tops

USA for 4th Time in Last 5 Tournaments

Europe reclaimed the Ryder Cup on Sunday at

Le Golf National in Paris, converting their 10-6

lead heading into singles into a 17.5-10.5 win...

Bleacher Report

today



I'm one of the reasons we lost Ryder Cup, says

Woods

Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines (France) (AFP) - A

despondent Tiger Woods admitted that he

"was a contributing factor" as to why the

United States surrendered the ...

Yahoo Sports

today

Emotional Jon Rahm beats Tiger Woods: 'Grew

up watching that guy'

Jon Rahm is known for his fiery on-course

demeanor. But after taking down his childhood

idol to notch his first-ever Ryder Cup point, the

Spaniard was reduced ...



Golf Channel

3 hours ago

Bengals Tight End Tyler Eifert Suffers Nasty

Ankle Injury Against Falcons

Bengals star Tyler Eifert broke his ankle in a

gruesome fashion during Sunday's game

against the Falcons.

TMZ

2 hours ago

Bengals vs. Falcons Week 4 Highlights | NFL

2018

video_youtube

NFL

2 hours ago

play_arrow



Dolphins vs. Patriots Week 4 Highlights | NFL

2018

video_youtube

NFL

3 hours ago

Patriots lose Gronk but send reminder that AFC

East still runs through New England

The Dolphins were 3-0 and looking to control

the division. The Patriots, with a strong

defense and a variety of receivers, reasserted

their top spot.

ESPN

3 hours ago

Dirk Koetter on Loss to Mitchell Trubisky,

Bears: 'We Should Fire Everybody'



Tampa Bay Buccaneers head coach Dirk

Koetter was not pleased his team made

Chicago Bears quarterback Mitchell Trubisky

look like the second coming of ...

Bleacher Report NFL

2 hours ago

Tampa Bay Buccaneers replace Ryan

Fitzpatrick with Jameis Winston

Jameis Winston came on for an ineffective

Ryan Fitzpatrick and finished 16-of-19 for 145

yards, a touchdown and two INTs. "I knew

Jameis would go in and give ...

ESPN

one hour ago

Science



More Science

Divers are so fascinated with new fish, they

don’t see 10-foot shark just above

themScientists discover new fish, miss 10-foot

shark above them | Belleville News-Democrat

Divers are so fascinated with new fish, they

don’t see 10-foot shark just above them

Scientists with the California Academy of

Sciences discovered a new fish while diving,

but a video captured by their safety officer

shows them missing a 10-foot ...

Belleville News-Democrat

today

Huge shark swims by scientists in Atlantic as

they discover colorful new fish



In the midst of discovering a brand new

species of fish, a team of researchers missed a

huge shark swimming above them when they

were diving hundreds of ...

Fox News

today

Divers so are fascinated with new fish, they

don’t see 10-foot shark just above them

Scientists with the California Academy of

Sciences discovered a new fish while diving,

but a video captured by their safety officer

shows them missing a 10-foot ...

Lexington Herald-Leader

today

Scientists make artificial Martian dirt, will sell



it to you for $20

Researchers at the University of Central

Florida have made a Mars-like soil, called Mars

simulant, designed to prepare for future

Martian exploration.

Mashable

today

UCF Sells Experimental Martian Dirt You Can

Buy For Just $20 Per Kilogram

For those who want to find out the best crop to

grow on Mars, the University of Central Florida

is selling Martian dirt, which you can order for

just $20 plus ...

The Inquisitr News



today

Asteroid News: The End Of Dawn, The

Beginning Of Hayabusa2 [Infographic]

September was an interesting month for

asteroids. An object over 2 miles wide passed

by Earth, rovers were deployed onto the

surface of an asteroid between ...

Forbes

today

Settle down, guys. A skull-shaped asteroid is

not headed for Earth this Halloween

Despite what your social media feeds are

telling you, an asteroid shaped like a skull is

not going to zip by Earth this Halloween.



CNN

yesterday

This is the First Video Ever Shot from an

Asteroid's Surface

A week after giving us the first photo from the

surface of asteroid 162173 Ryugu, Japan's

MINERVA rovers have just sent back new

views of the asteroid's ...

PetaPixel

yesterday

Rovers send first footage from surface of

asteroid

Japan's intrepid, hopping asteroid rovers have

sent back footage and high-resolution imagery



of the surface of the celestial body they have

been exploring, ...

WGN TV Chicago

yesterday

Health

More Health

NJ Man Dies Of Brain-Eating Amoeba After

Swimming In Wave Pool

Friends and family are mourning the death of a

New Jersey man who was diagnosed with a

brain-eating amoeba after swimming in a wave

pool, according to ...

Galloway, NJ Patch

3 hours ago

N.J. surfer dies of brain-eating amoeba after



dip in Texas wave pool

A 29-year-old surfer from Atlantic County has

died of what's been described as a

"brain-eating amoeba" after a visit to the wave

pool of a Central Texas resort.

NJ.com

5 hours ago

CDC investigating 'brain eating amoeba'

video_youtube

KCENTV

today

Texas surf park closes after man dies from

rare 'brain-eating amoeba'

A surf park in Waco has closed for testing after



a New Jersey man died earlier this month from

a rare brain infection caused by an

amoeba.The...

Dallas News

today

Texas water park closed after surfer dies from

'brain eating amoeba'

The testing began after a 29-year-old man who

visited the pool died in New Jersey earlier this

month after falling ill with Naegleria fowleri.

KTRK-TV

2 hours ago

Boy Thought To Be 'Nonverbal' Gets To Speak

After Dentist Discovers And Corrects His

Tongue-Tie



A 6-year-old Texas boy finally gets to speak

after a simple procedure at the dentist fixed

his tongue-tie. For the first five years of his

life, his speech problem was ...

Tech Times

today

Texas Boy Speaks Clearly for First Time After

Dentist Discovered He Was Tongue-Tied

Mason Motz's parents believed that his speech

issues were caused by a brain aneurysm he

had when he was 10 days old. It turned out he

couldn't move his ...

The New York Times

yesterday

Syphilis cases in newborn babies reach



20-year high, officials say

Congenital syphilis cases -- when a mother

passes syphilis onto her baby during

pregnancy or delivery -- have more than

doubled in the United States since ...

WGHP FOX 8 Greensboro

yesterday

Syphilis Rises Sharply Among Newborns

Along with an increase in adult infections, the

rate of infants born with the disease has

reached a 20-year high.

The New York Times
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    The nominee's drinking history, which has

come up in the allegations, is not part of the

probe, source says

    FBI spoke with Deborah Ramirez, the second

Kavanaugh accuser

    Klobuchar: I was 'really stunned' by

Kavanaugh's behavior

    Trump mocks Feinstein's body language

    Opinion: Two people testified. Then millions

had their say

    Lawyer: Ford's friend isn't refuting allegation

    James Comey calls investigation deadline

'idiotic' in op-ed

    Reaction to Brett Kavanaugh hearing

    Watch Matt Damon play an angry Kavanaugh



on 'SNL'

    Opinion: 'SNL' has evolved, but GOP has not

    Conway: I'm a victim of sexual assault

    Senator: Kavanaugh's anger got the best of

him during hearing

    Another Yale classmate breaks silence on

Kavanaugh

    Conway: FBI probe not a 'fishing expedition'

    Alyssa Milano: Difficult to attend Kavanaugh

hearing, but 'I needed to be there'

    Senate panel refers false Kavanaugh

allegation to FBI, DOJ for criminal probe

    Top stories

    Breaking News

    California passes the nation's strictest net



neutrality law

    Another new California law: No more

all-male boards

    Las Vegas woman accuses Cristiano

Ronaldo of rape in lawsuit

    Bannon predicts Trump's 2020 competitor

    As deadline looms, US and Canada close to

NAFTA deal

    More than 800 dead in quake and tsunami

    Sarah Palin's oldest son is arrested on

domestic violence charges

    Opinion: Kim is playing

Trump -- and it could

come at great cost



Canada has signed on to an agreement that

will preserve the three-country NAFTA trade

pact

A peek inside Trump's chaotic trade war

Trump's trade war with China just got a whole

lot bigger

Trump says he rejected meeting with Canada's

Trudeau

What exactly is NAFTA?

    US and Canada reach deal on NAFTA

The Trump administration is suing California to

quash its new net neutrality law

The Trump administration said Sunday it will



sue California in an effort to block what some

experts have described as the toughest net

neutrality law ever ...

The Washington Post

2 hours ago

California is 1st state to require women on

corporate boards

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) -- California has

become the first state to require publicly

traded companies to include women on their

boards of directors, one of a ...

Yahoo Finance
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The Washington Post

Democracy Dies in Darkness

The Switch

The Trump administration is suing California to

quash its new net neutrality law

Jeff Sessions, U.S. attorney general, listens

during a Senate Appropriations Subcommittee

hearing in Washington, D.C., U.S. (Andrew

Harrer/Bloomberg)

By Tony Romm and

Brian Fung

September 30 at 8:34 PM



The Trump administration said Sunday it will

sue California in an effort to block what some

experts have described as the toughest net

neutrality law ever enacted in the United

States, setting up a high-stakes legal

showdown over the future of the Internet.

California on Sunday became the largest state

to adopt its own rules requiring Internet

providers like AT&T, Comcast and Verizon to

treat all web traffic equally. Golden State

legislators took the step of writing their law

after the Federal Communications Commission

scrapped nationwide protections last year,

citing the regulatory burdens they had caused

for the telecom industry.



Mere hours after California’s proposal became

law, however, senior Justice Department

officials told The Washington Post they would

take the state to court on grounds that the

federal government, not state leaders, has the

exclusive power to regulate net neutrality. DOJ

officials stressed the FCC had been granted

such authority from Congress to ensure that all

50 states don’t seek to write their own,

potentially conflicting, rules governing the

web.

The move by Attorney General Jeff Sessions

opens another legal battlefield between the

federal government and California, which the

DOJ has taken to court already for trying to



bypass the Trump administration’s policies

around immigration and climate change. “The

Justice Department should not have to spend

valuable time and resources to file this suit

today, but we have a duty to defend the

prerogatives of the federal government and

protect our Constitutional order,” Sessions

said in a statement.

In this case, the future of Internet regulation is

at stake in a political war that’s pit telecom

providers such as Verizon against tech

companies, especially smaller ones such as

the crafts site Etsy and the streaming service

Vimeo. With other states considering net

neutrality laws of their own, the DOJ "may



want to try to take [California] to the Supreme

Court if it goes that far,” said Carl Tobias, a

law professor at the University of Richmond.

The coming legal clash may fuel partisan

tensions just weeks before voters cast ballots

in a deeply contested midterm election.

Emboldened by online activists, liberal

organizers and tech start-ups, California

lawmakers set about crafting their own net

neutrality rules earlier this year. The proposal

that the legislature adopted in September —

which the governor’s office allowed to become

law Sunday — prohibits Internet providers from

blocking access to sites and services, slowing



down web connections or charging companies

for faster delivery of their movies, music or

other content. Smaller web firms, in particular,

worry that they do not have the resources to

pay telecom giants to make sure their content

is seen. The law also bans carriers from

exempting apps from counting toward

consumers’ data allowances each month if

doing so might harm companies, especially

start-ups.

California’s law is even tougher than the

approach adopted in 2015 while President

Obama was in office — which was scrapped

after Republicans took over leadership of the

FCC two years later. To Ajit Pai, the FCC’s



current Republican chairman, such net

neutrality protections proved heavy handed

and had slowed the telecom industry’s

investment in improving their broadband

networks nationwide. “I think ultimately it’s

going to mean better, faster, cheaper Internet

access and more competition,” Pai told the

Post as the repeal took effect in June.

But the FCC's efforts immediately put

Washington on a collision course with the

states. To start, more than 20 states filed

lawsuits against the FCC, arguing that the

agency had acted arbitrarily in repealing the

net neutrality rules. Their efforts have won the

support of companies like Mozilla and trade



associations representing tech giants

including Amazon, Facebook and Google, along

with consumer groups like Free Press and

Public Knowledge.

Many governors and legislatures also set about

trying to craft policies preserving net

neutrality within their borders, even though the

FCC’s repeal order explicitly prohibited states

from writing their own open-internet laws. That

prompted the DOJ to file its lawsuit in a

federal court in Sacramento, which seeks a

preliminary injunction that will stop

California’s net neutrality rules from taking

effect on January 1.



“Not only is California’s Internet regulation law

illegal, it also hurts consumers," Pai said in a

statement. “The law prohibits many free-data

plans, which allow consumers to stream video,

music, and the like exempt from any data

limits. They have proven enormously popular in

the marketplace, especially among

lower-income Americans. But notwithstanding

the consumer benefits, this state law bans

them.”



Flake says if FBI investigation finds Kavanaugh

lied, nomination is over

Outside counsel tells GOP senators

'reasonable prosecutor' wouldn't bring Ford

case against Kavanaugh

FBI spoke with second Kavanaugh accuser

Watch Matt Damon play an angry Kavanaugh

on 'SNL'

Scope of FBI probe into Kavanaugh is narrow

Trump mocks Feinstein's body language

Conway: I'm a victim of sexual assault

Another Yale classmate breaks silence on

Kavanaugh

Trump's trade war with China just got a whole

lot bigger











Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what



total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]
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Come on ... this country’s a total fraud!!!!! Total

bulls**t!!!!! [To FBI field office,New Haven,
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    The President says he wants a

'comprehensive' but 'quick' FBI investigation

into Brett Kavanaugh

    live updates Trump: 'I don't want to talk

about plan B' for judge

    Trump: Judge 'talked about things that

happened when he drank'

    Trump: I don't think Kavanaugh lied

    Analysis: Why Kavanaugh can feel

'cautiously optimistic'

    Yale classmate: Kavanaugh has 'not told the

truth' about drinking

    Flake: If Kavanaugh lied, the nomination is

over

    Watch Matt Damon play an angry Kavanaugh

on 'SNL'



    President Donald Trump delivers remarks on

trade between the United States, Canada, and

Mexico, in the Rose Garden of the White House,

Monday, Oct. 1, 2018, in Washington. (AP

Photo/Evan Vucci)

    live updates

    Trump says he has alternatives if Congress

doesn't pass deal

    • Ford Motor Company: We're 'very

encouraged' by trade deal

    • Phone call set trade negotiations in motion

    The USS Decatur, seen in this file photo,

sailed within 12 nautical miles of the Spratly

Islands, two US officials told CNN.

    breaking Chinese warship in an 'unsafe'

encounter with a US destroyer



    Top stories

    GE unexpectedly removes its chief executive

    Police kill unarmed man after threats at

hospital, chief says

    Tesla stock roars back after Musk's SEC deal

    1 h

    Trump comments on tension with Trudeau

    4 m

    Opinion: America's shifting moral beacon

signals a bleak future

    Opinion: 3 things FBI must probe

    4 h

    Trump mocks Feinstein's body language

    4 h

    Analysis: Amy Klobuchar's star turn in the

confirmation hearings



    20 m

    She told her friend to 'run fast', but the

tsunami swept her away

    Supreme Court begins term with only 8

justices

    2 h

    Conway: I'm a victim of sexual assault

    2 h

    Students line up to spell out slur on T-shirts

    Bannon predicts Trump's 2020 competitor





ttle lies point to bigger lies’: How James B.

Comey thinks the FBI could investigate

Kavanaugh

The former FBI director expressed confidence

in the agency's ability to gather facts in a

week’s time — but also blasted Republicans for

putting a “shot clock” on the investigation.

    By Amy B Wang2 hours ago

The Fix: Kavanaugh would not be confirmed if

FBI probe shows he lied to senators, Flake says

Prosecutor explains why she would not bring

criminal charges against Kavanaugh

In this Oct. 3, 2017, file photo, personal

belongings and debris litters the Route 91



Harvest festival grounds in Las Vegas. (AP)

In this Oct. 3, 2017, file photo, personal

belongings and debris litters the Route 91

Harvest festival grounds in Las Vegas. (AP)

‘I’m not going to let Vegas break me’

Jonathan Smith was heralded a hero for

running toward a Las Vegas stage to help

concertgoers hurt one year ago today in the

worst shooting in modern U.S. history. He

struggled to leave his apartment in the months

after the attack. Now, he’s training to be a

police officer so he can be prepared for any

future tragedy.

    By Heather Long



2020 race kicks into gear — before 2018

midterms are over

President Trump and many of the potential

contenders aiming to unseat him were already

trading fire during what might be viewed as the

first official weekend of the 2020 presidential

campaign.

    By Felicia Sonmez and David Weigel

subscribe

The story must be told.

Your subscription supports journalism that

matters.

Try 1 month for $1

Opinions



Reckless Republicans aren’t giving any thought

to tomorrow

    By Jennifer Rubin

Another Trump coverup? Former FBI agents

question limits on probe of Kavanaugh.

    By Greg Sargent

Trump makes minor trade deal, declares

world-historic victory

    By Paul Waldman

Cartoons: The Senate’s calendar looks a lot like



Brett Kavanaugh’s

    By Tom Toles

Can Beto turn Texas blue? Sure, when a

Stetson grows pink ears.

    By Ruth Pennebaker

Can Europe save itself?

    By Michael Cottakis

More Top Stories

The battle lines are already taking shape in

California’s legal fight with the Trump



administration over net neutrality

It’s the first net neutrality case to involve the

Justice Department directly, and the outcome

could affect not just how consumers

experience the Web in the Golden State but

also potentially across the entire nation.

    By Brian Fung2 hours ago

General Electric replaces new chief executive

and announces $23 billion charge amid

struggles

GE’s stock has declined dramatically in the

past year as the iconic company saw its stock

price fall and its market capitalization decline

to less than $100 billion.



    By Thomas Heath and Jena McGregor1 hour

ago

Nobel Prize in medicine goes to two cancer

immunotherapy researchers

Work by James P. Allison and Tasuku Honjo led

to the development of drugs that unleash the

human immune system against cancer.

    By Laurie McGinley and Lenny Bernstein

Analysis

At NFL’s one-quarter mark, these three

contenders have real cause for concern

The Falcons are among the preseason favorites

who are at risk of missing the playoffs.



    By John Clayton3 hours ago

Fashion Review

Balenciaga’s big new shoulders aren’t from the

’80s. They’re from the future.

Nothing about creative director Demna

Gvasalia’s work felt static or complacent. It

was urgent, impatient and searching.

    By Robin Givhan3 hours ago

Kanye West’s baffling 13th Amendment Twitter

outburst: Maybe not so baffling after all

The musician might have been referring to the

13th Amendment's “exception clause,” which

allowed the continuation of slavery and



involuntary servitude for those convicted of

crimes.

    By Meagan Flynn
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‘I am innocent’: Inside the room for

Kavanaugh’s testimony on sexual assault
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‘I realized people were dying’: Photographer

David Becker tells what he witnessed at the

Las Vegas mass shooting
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Mary Beth Albright’s trick to thin and juicy
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Devastating earthquake and tsunami kill at

least 800 in Indonesia
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Border Patrol agent admits to starting wildfire

during gender-reveal party
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'They should be ashamed': Orlando women

react to Ford, Kavanaugh hearing

Play Video3:20
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If Trump was talking about your daughter, how

would you feel about this statement about

women he says he has assaulted? Please

re-post and re-post again every 2 weeks. Ask

your friends to do the same.

1K Comments

144K Shares
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Show more reactions

Comment

Share

Comments

6 of 1,073

View previous comments
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Stephen Murray Money? Prestige? Fear of

deportation?
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· Reply · 32m

Carole Kaye Cottone

Carole Kaye Cottone He was probably talking

about Ivanka. He has already said if she wasn’t

his daughter

He would sleep with her. Who knows if he

Hasn’t already. I wouldn’t put anything past

him. “And this is the president of the …See

More

1
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Karen Parr

Karen Parr OMG!   
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· Reply · 26m

Carole Kaye Cottone

Carole Kaye Cottone Because she probably did

know about it. I

Can only hope. 
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LikeShow more reactions

· Reply · 26m

Carole Kaye Cottone

Carole Kaye Cottone Meant to say didn’t
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Gorn Schafer

Gorn Schafer Well, all the

religious right wing Christians

love this guy.... What a sick

twisted group of fools they are!!

As are the Catholics who rape

their boys in church...... Yet

some how open minded,

accepting liberals are bad????

Wow!! What a strange and

twisted reality we live in!!!



Supreme Court

Trump laments 'trauma' Kavanaugh has faced,

says Dems 'are not angels'

At a White House news conference, President

Trump says he “feels badly for all parties,” and

explains that the White House is “doing

whatever the Senators want” in regards to the

Kavanaugh investigation.

    What's happening in Brett Kavanaugh's FBI

investigation so far?

    Evidence doesn't support assault claims,

says prosecutor in Kavanaugh hearing

    The FBI 'has been handcuffed' in

investigation



Image: Judge Brett Kavanaugh testifies during

the Senate Judiciary Committee

Tom Williams / Reuters
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Yale classmate to tell FBI of Kavanaugh's

'violent drunken' behavior

FBI Kavanaugh investigation: Who will they

interview?

Politics
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Authentic or acting? Breaking down

Kavanaugh's hearing

Morning Joe

Authentic or acting? Breaking down

Kavanaugh's hearing
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Trump announces 'incredible, new' NAFTA

replacement deal at WH event

Donald Trump
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Frontline looks at Trump's war on the special



counsel
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Sen. Jeff Coons calls Sen. Jeff Flake a 'hero' at

Global Citizen Festival

Janelle Monae to survivors of sexual violence:

'I hear you, I see you and I believe you'

globalcitizen

Janelle Monae to survivors of sexual violence:

'I hear you, I see you and I believe you'

Michelle Obama urges Global Citizen Festival to

get out and vote
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Kavanaugh's college friends say he lied under

oath about drinking

FBI investigating Kavanaugh again after

pressure from Sen. Flake

Questions on Kavanaugh's judicial

temperament after fiery hearing

Brian Williams

Questions on Kavanaugh's judicial

temperament after fiery hearing

by Taboola

THEY WANT TO QUIT GUNS. IT’S NOT THAT

SIMPLE. 
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Their Wedding Bands In Sweet Picture

ELECTIONS HQ

Willie Nelson Unveils Blistering New Election

Anthem: ‘Vote ’Em Out’

By Hayley Miller

The country music icon performed his musical

call to action at Austin’s Auditorium Shores.

Elizabeth Warren To Consider A 2020

Presidential Run After Midterms

A Leading Gun Safety Group Is Heading To Key

Districts Before The Midterms

American Bar Association: Delay Kavanaugh

until FBI investigates assault allegations



QUEER VOICES

‘Empire’ Star Jussie Smollett Spearheads New

LGBTQ Youth Campaign By Curtis M. Wong

The actor and singer appears in ads for the

Trevor Project's new volunteer effort.

WOMEN

Nat’l Sexual Assault Hotline Had Busiest Day In

Its History After Kav HearingBy Marina Fang

RAINN also reported a sharp increase in calls

throughout the day of Christine Blasey Ford and

Kavanaugh’s testimony.

POLITICSTrump Calls Media ‘Loco’ While

Discussing U.S.-Mexico Trade Deal By Antonia

Blumberg The president has a long history of

making tone-deaf &blatantly racist comments.



Republican strategist: Brett Kavanaugh

disqualified himself

The FBI has a few more days left to investigate

Brett Kavanaugh and the allegations against

him before the Senate Judiciary Committee

votes on his Supreme Court confirmation.

Stephanie Ruhle breaks down what we can

expect from the FBI investigation and how the

White House might be influencing it. Weighing

in: Washington Post White House Bureau Chief

Philip Rucker, Democratic Strategist Basil

Smikle, New York State Democratic Party Vice

Chair Christine Quinn, and Republican

Strategist Susan Del Percio.Oct.01.2018



Trump adds to confusion over FBI investigation

of Kavanaugh claims 

Reckless Republicans aren’t giving any thought

to tomorrow

    By Jennifer Rubin

Republicans think Kavanaugh is energizing

their base. He’s also exciting the opposition.

    By Paul Waldman and Greg Sargent

President Trump creates crises, then claims

credit for solving them



    By Max Boot

Is the next Harry Potter film racist? Not quite.

    By Mili Mitra

Can Beto turn Texas blue? Sure, when a

Stetson grows pink ears.

    By Ruth Pennebaker

The Kavanaugh hearings were another

rumbling of the volcano. And the left can’t hear

it.

    By Hugh Hewitt



More Top Stories

Comey says he’s willing to testify before

Congress — but only if it’s public

Former FBI director James B. Comey’s lawyer

said he declined a private interview with two

congressional committees investigating the

Justice Department’s actions during the 2016

election.

    By Matt Zapotosky48 minutes ago

The battle lines are already taking shape in

California’s legal fight with the Trump

administration over net neutrality

It’s the first net neutrality case to involve the

Justice Department directly, and the outcome



could affect not just how consumers

experience the Web in the Golden State but

also potentially across the entire nation.

    By Brian Fung

General Electric replaces new chief executive

and announces $23 billion charge amid

struggles

GE’s stock has declined dramatically in the

past year as the iconic company saw its stock

price fall and its market capitalization decline

to less than $100 billion.

    By Thomas Heath and Jena McGregor



Nobel Prize in medicine goes to two cancer

immunotherapy researchers Work  by James P.

Allison and Tasuku Honjo led to the

development of drugs that unleash the human

immune system against cancer.

Analysis

‘You’re not thinking. You never do,’ Trump tells

a female reporter

In a feisty news conference, the president

seemed to go out of his way to attack female

reporters.By Amber Phillips

Stephen Colbert found a new way to needle the

president: A children’s book

Proceeds from the late-night TV host’s book,



“Whose Boat Is This Boat?: Comments That

Don’t Help in the Aftermath of a Hurricane,” will

go to charities providing assistance in the

Carolinas in the aftermath of Hurricane

Florence. By Stephanie Merry
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Trump Effect

Sen. Flake: FBI must do a 'real investigation' of

Kavanaugh

The Arizona Republican spoke at the Forbes

Under 30 Summit in Boston.

    Trump laments 'trauma' Kavanaugh has



faced, says Dems 'are not angels'

    What's happening in Brett Kavanaugh's FBI

investigation so far?

    Evidence doesn't support assault claims,

says prosecutor in Kavanaugh hearing
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Trump announces 'incredible, new' NAFTA

replacement deal at WH event

Donald Trump

Trump announces 'incredible, new' NAFTA

replacement deal at WH event
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Did Elon Musk dodge a bullet? It all depends on

what he does next
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Janelle Monae to survivors of sexual violence:

'I hear you, I see you and I believe you'
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D.C. restaurant hires guards after protesters

disrupt...

ROAD SIGNS SPYING ON DRIVERS... NEW

ZEALAND 'DIGITAL STRIP-SEARCHES' FOR

TRAVELERS...

Hand over passwords or face $5,000 fine!?

'SUNDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL' Ratings Season

Low... Porn King Accused of Sexually

'Exploiting' Women...

Vegas shooting: Year later, hundreds of videos

traumatize survivors...



Strip set to go dark...

Motive STILL Unknown... STUDY: Loneliness

felt most intensely by young people... Man Dies

Of 'Brain-Eating Amoeba' After Visiting Resort...

Epidemic of empty stores threatens shopping

malls... Murders of trailblazing Iraqi women

spark conspiracy fears... She wanted sex. He

didn't. She took knife to his face, cops say...

Americans make history skiiing down world's

4th-highest mountain...

27,940-foot summit... Customers flee in panic

as racehorse runs amok in bar... Humanoid
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White House authorizes FBI to expand

Kavanaugh investigation: report | TheHill

The White House has reportedly permitted the

FBI to interview anyone deemed appropriate in

its investigation into sexual misconduct

allegations against ...

The Hill

4 hours ago

Yale classmate to tell FBI of Brett Kavanaugh's

'violent drunken' behavior

Charles Ludington, a classmate of Supreme

Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh at Yale

University, will provide information to the FBI

Monday, he confirmed to NBC ...



NBCNews.com

today

So, Democrats: What are you hiding from the

FBI?

Democrats in the Senate Judiciary Committee

are making a lot of noise about an FBI

investigation into Judge Brett Kavanaugh,

claiming that if he isn't guilty of ...

Fox News

today

Opinion

From A Sham Hearing To A Sham Investigation

The FBI investigation of Brett Kavanaugh

shows Republicans' hypocritical approach to



oversight.

HuffPost

Donald Trump's obsession with renaming things

Washington (CNN) NAFTA bad. USMCA good.

The brand-new USMCA has one key attribute

that's sure to make President Donald Trump

quite happy: It's not ...

CNN

What's new in the US, Canada and Mexico trade

deal?

The United States, Canada and Mexico came to

a last minute agreement on a revised trade

deal that could replace NAFTA. It's called the

USMCA.   CNN



U.S. Yahoo Lifestyle

'Parking Lot Barbara:’ Elderly woman calls the

police on mother sitting in car with her baby

An elderly woman called the police on a mother

sitting in a car with her baby and social media

is wondering, is she racist or a concerned

citizen?

Politics HuffPost

Jeff Flake: If Kavanaugh Lied, His Nomination

Will Be Over

Any proof that Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh lied during his Senate



Politics Esquire

Trump Said That He and Kim Jong-un "Fell in

Love"

The president told the rally audience that Kim

wrote him "beautiful letters."

    The senator said the time for 'delay and

obstruction' during the Kavanaugh confirmation

process is over

    Yale classmate: 'Omissions' in testimony

about his college drinking

    Trump to CNN reporter: 'You've had enough'

    Analysis: Why Kavanaugh can feel

'cautiously optimistic'

    Tapper hits Trump over Kavanaugh

comments



    Trump jokes 'can you imagine' if I drank?

    Mark Judge's lawyer says he was

interviewed by the FBI

    Archived videos give a view of Kavanaugh's

friend Mark Judge

    President Trump holds a rally in Tennessee

    What's new in the US, Canada and Mexico

trade deal?

    Trump says ban on 'bump stocks' coming

    ACLU TV ads compare Kavanaugh to Bill

Clinton and Bill Cosby

    Classmate: Kavanaugh hasn't told truth

    GOP announces 2020 convention dates

    Opinion: Stormy Daniels' book will transform

how you see her

    California, already strict on guns, just passed



a bunch more gun laws

    Poll: Nearly half of

voters say Kavanaugh

shouldn't be confirmed

MTP Daily

EXCLUSIVE: Mutual friend of Ramirez and

Kavanaugh anxious to come forward with

evidence

NBC’s Heidi Przybyla runs through the NBC

News exclusive that Kavanaugh and his team

worked behind the scenes for months to get his

friends to refute the allegations by Deborah



Ramirez.

    Full story: Texts suggest Kavanaugh wanted

to refute accuser's claim before it became

public

    Sen. Flake: FBI must do a 'real investigation'

of Kavanaugh

    Trump laments 'trauma' Kavanaugh has

faced, says Dems 'are not angels'

Radio Iowa News Director: Kavanaugh issue

has 'roiled the base'

MTP Daily

Radio Iowa News Director: Kavanaugh issue

has 'roiled the base'
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Jeff Flake Pushes For Real FBI Investigation Of

Brett Kavanaugh Allegations

Trump Administration Quietly Moves 1,600

Migrant Children To Texas Tent City

All The Lies Brett Kavanaugh Told

Opinion | Confirming Kavanaugh Now Would

Destroy The Supreme Court As We Know It

Trump To Female Reporter: ‘I Know You’re Not

Thinking, You Never Do’

Why Blasey’s And Kavanaugh’s Testimony

Resonated Personally For Many Americans



Politics Elle

President Trump Actually Just Told a Female

Reporter: 'I Know You're Not Thinking, You



Never Do'

Um, excuse me?

Trump snaps 'I know you're not thinking' at

woman reporter and it only gets worse from

there

Mashable

Donald Trump Just Told White House Reporter

Cecilia Vega She 'Never' Thinks

Glamour

Politics Business Insider

Trump's new trade deal is just NAFTA 'with

some bells and whistles,' analysts say

Officials reached the US-Mexico-Canada



Agreement after a year of negotiations Sunday.

While President Donald Trump hails a revised

NAFTA as the "most advanced trade deal in the

world," some analysts are wondering what all

the hype is about. Officials reached a

breakthrough on the US-Mexico-Canada

Agreement in 11th-hour negotiations Sunday

night, calming fears that the trilateral deal

could be scrapped when a self-imposed

deadline hit hours later.

Canada, U.S. reach framework deal on NAFTA:

source

Reuters

Cars, Cows and a Crisis Averted: Highlights of a

New Nafta Deal

Bloomberg



Politics AFP

US sues California over 'net neutrality'

The US Justice Department on Sunday sued

California to force it to abandon a law, passed

earlier in the day, to protect "net neutrality"

aimed at requiring all online data to be treated

equally. Rules governing online access have

undergone numerous court challenges and

regulatory moves over the past decade, and in

December the Federal Communications

Commission voted 3-2 along party lines to

reverse a 2015 order which established net

neutrality. On Sunday California Governor Jerry

Brown signed a law that re-established net

neutrality in his state, the country's largest and

wealthiest.



BusinessInvestorPlace

Why Stock Market Will Keep Heading Higher,

Despite Inverted Yield Curve {Because fraud in

america is rampant as always along with

protected criminality as in the last debacle/

bailout. }

In early February, the stock market was in

selloff mode because inflation and rate hikes

were pushing up fixed income yields, which

was increasing borrowing costs and pressuring

equity valuations. Such inflation concerns have

largely moved into the rear-view mirror [sounds

like a plan...hmmm]. Just like the inflation

concerns of early February, the recent inverted

yield concerns seem overstated [riiiiight].



Politics CNBC Videos

Trump: We're getting $1.6 billion for the border

wall thi...

President Donald Trump speaks on funding for

his proposed U.S.-Mexico border wall during a

press conference about the new

U.S-Mexico-Canada trade agreement that

replaces NAFTA.

U.S. Esquire

Jeff Flake Says Brett Kavanaugh's Nomination

Is 'Over' If He Lied to the Senate. So What Are

We Still Doing Here?



It's clear Kavanaugh did not tell the truth on a

number of occasions. Many related directly to

Dr. Christine Blasey Ford's allegations.

Stephen King Likens Brett

Kavanaugh to a ‘Dry

Drunk’

The Wrap -Americans Are Still Divided Over

Support for Brett Kavanaugh, Poll Shows

Fortune

Cardi B to Turn Herself In to Police After

Alleged Fight at Strip Club

WPIX - New York



Rapper Cardi B charged in connection with

assault in New York

Reuters

Business Motley Fool

Donald Trump's Social Security Benefit Is

Probably Higher Than You Realize

Hypothetically speaking, a rare bonus could

allow President Trump to generate more Social

Security income annually than the average

American household generates in wage

income.

Your Guide to Social Security Taxes

Motley Fool

Why Wealthy People May Want to Take Social

Security at 62   - Kiplinger



OCTOBER: Supreme Court Opens New Term

Without Ninth Justice in Place...

Kavanaugh Questioned By Cops After 1985 Bar

Fight...

Text Message Drama...

NBCNEWS Sits Down With Swetnick, But Can't

Verify Claims...

'Things told on camera differ from written

statements'...

Backtracks...

ACLU Compares Kavanaugh to Clinton, Cosby...

Dems' new tack: Go hard after credibility...

University defends free speech after prof

tweets 'castrate' white men...

MCCONNELL: VOTE THIS WEEK...

ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 



ANOTHER TRILLION IN

DEBT 

Bull market echoes

1920s......



Chinese warship came

within 135 FEET of USS      

            Decatur!



    Kavanaugh was accused of starting a fight

while he was student at Yale, a police report

says

    Yale classmate says Kavanaugh 'was often

belligerent and aggressive' when drunk

    Lawmaker: Situation 'makes me want to

heave'

    Yale classmate: 'Omissions' in testimony

about his college drinking

    Trump to CNN reporter: 'You've had enough'

    Mark Judge's lawyer says he was

interviewed by the FBI

    Archived videos give a view of Kavanaugh's

friend Mark Judge

    Today in Politics

    Actress Alyssa Milano (R) listens as Supreme



Court nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh testifies

before the US Senate Judiciary Committee on

Capitol Hill in Washington, DC, September 27,

2018. - Kavanaugh was to testify in front of the

panel next on Thursday afternoon, having

stridently rejected the allegations of sexual

abuse by Blasey Ford and two other women in

prepared remarks. (Photo credit should read

SAUL LOEB/AFP/Getty Images)

    Alyssa Milano: We can't let Trump and

Kavanaugh be America's face

    How Trump landed his biggest trade win yet

    Tapper hits Trump over Kavanaugh

Did Elizabeth Warren just announce 2020 run?

    Beto O'Rourke apologizes for 'demeaning

comments' in college newspaper



    Trump says ban on 'bump stocks' coming

    California, already strict on guns, just passed

a bunch more gun laws

    Poll: Nearly half of voters say Kavanaugh

shouldn't be confirmed

    Top stories

    FILE - In this Sept. 27, 2015 file photo,

Seattle Seahawks owner Paul Allen, left, talks

with Seahawks head coach Pete Carroll before

an NFL football game against the Chicago

Bears in Seattle. Allen, billionaire owner of the

Seahawks and Portland Trail Blazers and

Microsoft co-founder, says cancer he was

treated for in 2009 has returned. Allen made

the announcement Monday, Oct. 1, 2018 on

Twitter, saying he recently learned of the



non-Hodgkin&#39;s lymphoma and that his

team of doctors has started treatment. (AP

Photo/Elaine Thompson, File)

    Microsoft co-founder says his cancer is back

    Father&2-year-old son killed in car explosion

    Chinese warship in an 'unsafe' encounter

with a US destroyer

    See exchange between Trump, reporter

    Second mistrial in teen's burning death

    Tropical Storm Rosa is about to make

landfall and drench the arid Southwest

    Opinion: Stormy Daniels' book will transform

how you see her

    Jeff Flake discusses elevator encounter

    She told her friend to 'run fast', but the

tsunami swept her away



And Donald Trump is SOUNDING THE ALARM:

I'll be impeached if Democrats win the

Midterms -- Donald Trump

HE IS S-C-A-R-E-D!!!

    Fan hit at Ryder Cup said to have lost sight

in right eye

    WH transcript edits Trump's dig at female

reporter

Politics The Independent

More Yale classmates come forward

claiming Brett Kavanaugh has been

lying



As the FBI marches forward with its

investigation into allegations of sexual

misconduct made against Supreme Court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh, a growing cohort of

the judge’s former classmates are coming

forward with contradictory memories of how

the man behaved in his youth. Mr Kavanaugh

has denied any allegations of sexual

misconduct, and suggested during Senate

testimony last week that he was generally

well-behaved in college - someone who liked

beer, but did not let his drinking go too far.

Trump: 'This is a very scary time for young men'

and for dirty old men like himself!



    Those were the last words of a teen football

player who died over the weekend

    High school football player dies after hit

    Kickoff rule tied to fewer concussions in Ivy

League football, new research says

    Football coach: Thomas was one of the

finest

    How common are college and high school

football deaths?

    CDC issues first guidelines to treat youth

concussions

    Vontae Davis: 'I had more of an out-of-body,

spiritual moment'

    Top stories

    This picture taken 26 December 2011 shows



the Pentagon building in Washington, DC. The

Pentagon, which is the headquarters of the

United States Department of Defense (DOD), is

the world&#39;s largest office building by floor

area, with about 6,500,000 sq ft (600,000 m2),

of which 3,700,000 sq ft (340,000 m2) are used

as offices. Approximately 23,000 military and

civilian employees and about 3,000

non-defense support personnel work in the

Pentagon. AFP PHOTO (Photo credit should

read STAFF/AFP/Getty Images)

    Breaking News

    Toxin used in terror plots found in mail sent

to Pentagon

    A drop of the toxic compound ricin can kill

    See: Images show villages wiped away in



Indonesia quake and tsunami

    Missouri has lost track of more than 1,200

sex offenders

    Microsoft co-founder says his cancer is back

    White House corrects transcript to reflect

Trump's insult

    The three people killed in car explosion

knew one another

    Trump Jr.: I'm worried for sons in #MeToo

climate

    See tense exchange with Trump, reporter

    Border patrol agent's gender reveal party

ignited a 47,000-acre wildfire 

    Today in politics

    Former NBA player Chris Dudley walks



during a break of the Senate Judiciary

Committee confirmation hearing with professor

Christine Blasey Ford, who has accused US

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh of a

sexual assault in 1982, on Capitol Hill in

Washington, DC on September 27, 2018. (Photo

by Brendan SMIALOWSKI / POOL / AFP) (Photo

credit should read BRENDAN

SMIALOWSKI/AFP/Getty Images)

    Breaking News

    Report shows judge's friend was arrested in

'85 altercation

    NYT admits mistake in assigning writer who

posted anti-Kavanaugh tweet to story

    Trump says it's 'a very scary time for young

men in America'



    live updates Why the prosecutor the GOP

hired is still on Capitol Hill days after hearing

    Trump draws a line on lying to Congress

    Analysis: Trump's Stormy Daniels story just

keeps collapsing

    Jeffrey Toobin: Poor plight of white men is

ridiculous

    US halts visas for diplomats' gay partners

    Opinion: 14 races that could change America

    Cooper: There's one issue for Kavanaugh

    Trump to reporter: 'You've had enough'



    Police say 400 guns stolen from UPS facility

    Everything you need to know about the MLB

playoffs

    40 m

    Kanye West explains controversial

comments

    Live Champions League: Juventus vs. Young

Boys

    Opinion: Chiefs' superstar QB has changed

the NFL

    Dad's epic costume for toddler goes viral

    Tesla needed good news. These sales help.

    3 h

    Explore Lake Tahoe's underwater trails

    This is the most dangerous celebrity to

Google



    Amazon boosts wages

    An employee packs a box at the Amazon.com

Inc. fulfillment center in Robbinsville, New

Jersey, U.S., on Thursday, June 7, 2018.

Seattle-based Amazon hasn&#39;t yet

announced the exact date for this year&#39;s

Amazon Prime Day, the e-commerce giants big

July sales promotion. Photographer: Bess

Adler/Bloomberg via Getty Images

    Facing criticism, Amazon rewards all of its

US employees

    Bernie Sanders praises Jeff Bezos on raises

    Company defends itself from Sanders'

attacks

    Amazon's newest physical store has a twist

    Amazon is worth $1 trillion



    US First Lady Melania Trump receives

flowers during an arrival ceremony after

landing at Kotoka International Airport in Accra

October 2, 2018 as she begins her week long

trip to Africa to promote her &#39;Be

Best&#39; campaign. (Photo by SAUL LOEB /

AFP) (Photo credit should read SAUL

LOEB/AFP/Getty Images)

    Melania Trump is greeted in Ghana, visits

baby clinic

    First lady tackles 'destructive and harmful'

effects of social media

    Melania Trump promotes STEM education

Molly Ringwald feels differently about 'Sixteen

Candles' in the wake of #MeToo

Captain Francis Derwent Wood puts the



finishing touches to a cosmetic plate and

compares it to the face of the disfigured

patient for whom the plate is being made, 3rd

London General Hospital.

Vintage photos show the realities of life after

World War I

Surfer sets world record riding massive wave



U.S. news

Ricin suspected in envelopes addressed to

Secretary Mattis, chief of naval operations

There were no indications anyone has been

exposed to the suspicious substance,

according to a source familiar with the

incident.

Mutual friend of Ramirez and Kavanaugh

anxious to come forward with evidence

MTP Daily

Mutual friend of Ramirez and Kavanaugh

anxious to come forward with evidence

NBC’s Heidi Przybyla runs through the NBC



News exclusive that Kavanaugh and his team

worked behind the scenes for months to get his

friends to refute the allegations by Deborah

Ramirez.

What new text messages reveal about

allegations

Morning Joe

What new text messages reveal about

allegations

Julie Swetnick speaks about alleged behavior

by Judge Kavanaugh

msnbc

Julie Swetnick speaks about alleged behavior

by Judge Kavanaugh

USMCA gives U.S. dairy farmers better access

to Canada’s dairy market



Stephanie Ruhle

USMCA gives U.S. dairy farmers better access

to Canada’s dairy market

Sen. Leahy: SNL skit on Kavanaugh was

unfortunately too accurate

Andrea Mitchell Reports

Sen. Leahy: SNL skit on Kavanaugh was

unfortunately too accurate

Melania Trump arrives in Africa for first solo

trip abroad as first lady

Politics

Melania Trump arrives in Africa for first solo

trip abroad as first lady

Trump directed effort to keep Daniels quiet:

WSJ

Morning Joe



Trump directed effort to keep Daniels quiet:

WSJ

Gov. Kasich: Trump won the election, but he

didn't win long-term

Stephanie Ruhle

Gov. Kasich: Trump won the election, but he

didn't win long-term

Image: EPA Declares Greenhouse Gases A

Danger To Human Health

Joe Raedle / Getty Images file

U.S. news

Trump admin predicts its new emissions rules

will cause premature deaths

Manafort talking with Mueller, as outlined in

plea agreement

Rachel Maddow



Manafort talking with Mueller, as outlined in

plea agreement

Did WH transcript misquote Trump to erase jab

at female reporter?

Brian Williams

Did WH transcript misquote Trump to erase jab

at female reporter?

Image: BESTPIX - Politicians And Protestors

React To New Kavanaugh Accusations On

Capitol Hill

Opinion

Rebecca Traister explains why women are so

furious: Chris Hayes podcast

2018 News Emmys Award Winner

All In America: Chicago

2018 News Emmys Award Winner



Image: Donald Trump, Roger Stone

Opinion

Steve Kornacki: When Trump ran against

Trump-ism
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Play this for 1 minute and see why everyone is
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LATEST FROM NBC NEWS

    1h ago

    DHS 'not fully prepared' for family

separations at border, internal watchdog finds

    1h ago

    Drugmakers play patent game to lock in

prices

    1h ago



    How a Kavanaugh Senate vote could play out

this week

    PAID CONTENT

    Play this for 1 minute and see why everyone

is addicted Vikings: Free Online Game

    2h ago

    Trump: 'It's a very scary time for young men

in America'

    2h ago

    Boost your memory with these

neuroscience-backed tips

    2h ago

    Kavanaugh accused of throwing ice at a man

in altercation at college bar

    3h ago

    Google CEO to attend White House tech



meeting

    3h ago

    Across U.S., several colleges open 'clothing

closets' for trans students

    3h ago

    Southern cooking may taste good but it can

kill

    4h ago

    New arrests made in connection with violent

Charlottesville rallies

    4h ago

    White House corrects transcript to include

Trump insult of female reporter

    4h ago

    In California, former Navy officer, lottery

winner aims for Congress



    Earl Thomas' career with Seattle Seahawks

likely over after injury

    Stranded Syrian is arrested after living in

airport for 7 months

    New California laws target human trafficking

with transit, hotel workers

    How a colossal elevator could revolutionize

space travel

    Guns stolen from Memphis UPS facility were

found en route to Chicago

    Power Rankings: Which NHL team is the best

entering 2018-19?

    Hundreds of ferry passengers stranded in

Baltic Sea after engine breakdown



PROBE PERIL: ‘COVER’ FOR GOP SENATORS? 

Trump Says It’s A ‘Very Scary Time For Young

Men In America’

Kavanaugh Reminds Us The Presumption Of

Innocence Isn’t For Everyone

Suspected Ricin-Laced Mail Sent To Defense

Secretary Jim Mattis

Nancy Pelosi Not On Board With Impeaching

Brett Kavanaugh

Kavanaugh Protesters Arrested After

Occupying W.V. Senator’s Office For 11 Hours

Rape Apologist Shutting Down Misogynist

Website After Running Out Of Money

What Is Clinically Isolated Syndrome? Key
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Advertisement by HealthiNation

ARRESTS FOR CHARLOTTESVILLE VIOLENCE

4 White Supremacists Slapped With Charges

Over Violent Charlottesville Rallies

By Ryan J. Reilly, Andy Campbell, and

Christopher Mathias

KAV’S LONG LIST OF WHOPPERS

All The Lies Brett Kavanaugh Told

By Paul Blumenthal and Jennifer Bendery

AdChoices

LATEST NEWS

9 minutes ago

‘Private Life,’ A Movie About A Marriage In

Crisis, Offers A New Depiction Of Infertility

4 hours ago



Bernie Sanders Congratulates Jeff Bezos For

Taking His Advice

4 hours ago

Rep. Ted Lieu: Kavanaugh Lied About A Central

Fact In All 3 Sex Accusations

5 hours ago

Ansel Elgort To Play Tony In Steven Spielberg’s

‘West Side Story’ Remake

6 hours ago

26 Comically Accurate Tweets That Show What

Marriage Is Really Like

6 hours ago

The Key To Dating Success Could Be Having A

Roster

ELECTIONS HQ

Beto O’Rourke Apologizes For ‘Demeaning’



Comments About Women Made In College

By Willa Frej

He wrote a scathing review of a show featuring

female actresses with "phenomenally large

breasts and tight buttocks."

Obama Backs Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez In New

Round Of Endorsements

Staffer For Andrew Gillum Fired After Calling

For Trump’s Execution

TOP VIDEOS

X

Why Does Mississippi’s Flag Still Have A

Confederate Symbol?

Hotline Calls Surge After Blasey Testimony

WHAT'S HOT

BRINGING BACK ‘THE BELL’?



Tiffani Thiessen On The Likelihood Of A ‘Saved

By The Bell’ Revival

By Lauren Moraski

DAIRY DAREDEVIL

Matt Stonie Drinks 1.25-Gallon In-N-Out

Milkshake, Tries To Hold It In

By Ron Dicker

A George Carlin Movie Is In The Works, And We

Can’t Wait

By Ron Dicker

Kanye West Held ‘SNL’ Cast ‘Hostage,’

According To Kenan Thompson

By Cole Delbyck

American Airlines Removes Passenger Who

Won’t Stop Doing Pull-Ups

IN THE NEWS



ENVIRONMENT

Beachgoers Sickened After Red Tide Makes

Rare Turn Up Florida’s East Coast

By Nina Golgowski

Beaches were shut down in Palm Beach County

following complaints of respiratory, skin and

eye irritations.

U.S. NEWS

CNN’s Kirsten Powers: I Thought My Sexual

Assault Was My Fault

By Jenna Amatulli

The political analyst wrote that Blasey Ford's

testimony compelled her to tell about being

assaulted at age 15.

POLITICS

Trump Admin. Will No Longer Grant Visas To



Same-Sex Partners Of Diplomats

By Willa Frej

Same-sex couples used to be eligible for

spousal visas, given how few countries

recognize the right to marry.

POLITICS

Trump Told Eric Trump And Michael Cohen To

Keep Stormy Daniels Quiet: Report

By Sara Boboltz

A new report raises questions about the

president's ties to his company, currently run

by his two eldest sons.

ENTERTAINMENT

Justin Hartley Balances Ellen DeGeneres On

His Back For A Great Cause

By Curtis M. Wong



The "This Is Us" actor showed off his athletic

prowess for breast cancer research.

ENTERTAINMENT

Kanye West Clarifies Comment About

Abolishing 13th Amendment

By Ron Dicker

The rapper tried to clear the air after another

controversial remark about slavery.

CRIME

Missouri Has Lost Track Of Nearly 1,300

Registered Sex Offenders: Audit

By David Lohr

The number is largely made up of those

convicted of serious crimes, including rape,

sodomy and child molestation.

HUFFPOST PERSONAL



My 12-Year-Old Son Is Paying Attention To The

Kavanaugh Allegations. Now What?

By Elizabeth Christopher, Guest Writer

I had to make this a teachable moment.

POLITICS

Dem Sen. Says Trump Jr.‘s Kavanaugh Remarks

Come From ‘Fear, Mistrust Of Women’

By Jenna Amatulli

Addressing on CNN some people's belief that

women make up sexual assault stories, the

senator said, "It's not true."

POLITICS

Catholic University Students Protest Dean Who

Railed Against Kavanaugh Accusers

By Carol Kuruvilla

They say William Rainford's comments



contradict the social work school's teachings

on sexual assault survivors.

OPINION

Opinion | What You’re Really Saying When You

Call A Person ‘Illegal’

By Brenden Layte, Guest Writer

Words become labels. Labels become slurs.

And slurs turn into atrocities.

CRIME

Florida Man Attempts To Buy 8-Year-Old For

$200,000 At Walmart: Police

By David Moye

Police said the suspect grabbed the girl's wrist

and kissed it.

OPINION

What Kavanaugh’s Ugly Entitlement Can Teach



Other White Men  By Bryce Covert, Guest Writer

Girls’ Academic Successes Are Undercut By

Sexual Harassment

By Rachel Simmons and Judy Vredenburgh

Confirming Kavanaugh Now Would Destroy The

Supreme Court As We Know It

By Geoffrey R. Stone, Guest Writer

TRENDING

Lindsey Graham’s Old Comments About Merrick

Garland Come Back To Haunt Him

White House Transcript Edits Trump’s Dig That

Female Reporter ‘Never’ Thinks

Ridiculously Massive Tote Bags Are Going To

Be All The Rage For Spring 2019

Tucker Carlson: ‘It’s About Punishing Everybody

Who Looks Like Brett Kavanaugh’



Kavanaugh’s temperament and credibility

emerge as flash points

Democrats increasingly pointed to Supreme

Court nominee Brett M. Kavanaugh’s at times

testy and emotional performance at last week’s

Senate hearing. Senate Majority Leader Mitch

McConnell vowed to hold a vote on the

nomination “here on this floor, this week.”

    By John Wagner and Mike DeBonis45

minutes ago

Perspective

Dear dads: Your daughters told me about their

assaults. This is why they never told you.



Women remain overly concerned about

protecting men’s feelings. That’s keeping men

from learning some painful truths.

    By Monica Hesse

Male fury and fear rise in GOP in defense of

Kavanaugh

The Fix

Analysis

The FBI’s flawed investigation of Clarence

Thomas became a model for Kavanaugh’s

The 1991 probe into Thomas missed evidence,

misquoted Anita Hill and helped Republicans

discredit her, critics say.



    By Avi Selk1 hour ago

Graphic: If Kavanaugh’s nomination fails, is

there time to confirm a new nominee?

Experts question GOP prosecutor’s memo on

Christine Blasey Ford

Emily, right, 14, and brother Ethan with their

mother, Maria Rivas, originally from El

Salvador.

Emily, right, 14, and brother Ethan with their

mother, Maria Rivas, originally from El

Salvador.

Maria says she and Jose would bring Ethan

with them back to El Salvador when their

status expires.

Maria says she and Jose would bring Ethan



with them back to El Salvador when their

status expires.

From the Magazine

She learned her parents might be kicked out of

the U.S. At 14, she’s preparing for life without

them.

The Trump administration earlier this year

canceled a government program that had

allowed Emily's parents, both from El Salvador,

to live and work legally in the United States.

Now as her parents prepare to return to their

native country, Emily is planning to stay.

    Story by Jennifer Miller | Photos by Mary F.

Calvert



‘There is no restaurant that is ready for this’:

D.C. restaurateurs grapple with political

protests

After protesters confronted Sen. Ted Cruz

(R-Tex.) at Fiola, the restaurant's owners have

spent a substantial amount of money to protect

staff and diners from future disruptions.

    By Tim Carman3 hours ago

subscribe

The story must be told.

Your subscription supports journalism that

matters.

Try 1 month for $1

Opinions



Here’s what the FBI investigation into the

Kavanaugh allegations should look like

    By Chris Coons

Republicans have a strategy to save

Kavanaugh. It exposes Trumpism at its worst.

    By Greg Sargent

Trump has made America less respected than

ever

    By Jennifer Rubin

Trump has deeply damaged America’s global



image. How much does it matter?

    By Paul Waldman

The bipartisan war against speech

    By Max Boot

Gentlemen, get ready: The revolution is here

    By Richard Cohen

More Top Stories

Four men charged with federal crimes in 2017

‘Unite the Right’ rally in Charlottesville

Officials described the suspects as members of



a racist and anti-Semitic group called Rise

Above Movement, based in California. The FBI

arrested the men and charged them with

violating the federal rioting statute and

conspiring to violate it.

    By Paul Duggan55 minutes ago

This is almost the ‘too good to be true’

economy, Fed chair says

The nation's central bank is predicting an

unprecedented period for the economy of

unemployment staying under 4 percent and

inflation remaining low through 2020.

    By Heather Long2 hours ago



Authorities investigating Pentagon mail

believed to be laced with deadly ricin

Officials detected the poison on two envelopes

at a Pentagon facility on Monday.

    By Missy Ryan1 hour ago

Boris Johnson trashes Theresa May’s Brexit

plan as ‘politically humiliating’ at party

conference

The former foreign secretary's long-awaited

address dominated British airwaves, upstaging

more humdrum speeches by the prime

minister's cabinet ministers.

    By William Booth3 hours ago



Trump critics say first lady’s gesture of

goodwill is out of step with president’s policies

Melania Trump's first solo trip abroad — to

Africa — will largely highlight programs funded

by the U.S. Agency for International

Development, even as the White House has

proposed massive cuts to its budget.

    By Emily Heil and Mary Jordan

Amazon to raise minimum wage to $15 for all

workers after criticism

The pay hike, one of the largest awarded by

any major U.S. company, will affect 250,000

Amazon employees and 100,000 seasonal

employees who are hired at Amazon sites



during the holiday season.

    By Abha Bhattarai

New dwarf planet spotted at the very fringe of

our solar system

The small and spherical object, nicknamed the

Goblin, is very far from the sun and is probably

a ball of ice.

    By Ben Guarino
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Voices of African photography: ‘Transforming



the image of our continent’
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(Kate Rabinowitz and Kevin Uhrmacher/Post)
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Does the Senate have the votes to confirm

Kavanaugh?

(Hafidz Mubarak/Antara Foto/Reuters)Visual

Story
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The scale of Indonesia’s disaster is only just

becoming clear

(Toni L. Sandys/The Washington Post)In Sight



(Toni L. Sandys/The Washington Post)

At home in Sweden, the Capitals’ Nicklas

Backstrom reveals the origins of his ascent to

the Stanley Cup

(Wright Bros. Real Estate)Photos

(Wright Bros. Real Estate)

Inside Derek Jeter’s lakeside New York

mansion

Video

3:29

(Jhaan Elker/The Washington Post)

Six big changes NAFTA's replacement, the

USMCA, makes

UP NEXT

Has Brett Kavanaugh been honest about his

alcohol consumption? | Fact Checker
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    Kavanaugh’s temperament and credibility

emerge as flash points in Supreme Court fight

    2

    Perspective Dear dads: Your daughters told

me about their assaults. This is why they never

told you.

    3

    ‘The trauma for a man’: Male fury and fear

rises in GOP in defense of Kavanaugh

    4

    Opinion Republicans have a strategy to save

Kavanaugh. It exposes Trumpism at its worst.

    5Opinion All of Brett Kavanaugh’s lies,

distortions and absurdities 



 Bernard Gotfryd/Getty Images

Trump Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes as He

Reaped Riches From His Father

The president has long sold himself as a

self-made billionaire, but a Times investigation

found that he received at least $413 million in



today’s dollars from his father’s real estate

empire, much of it through tax dodges in the

1990s.

THE TRUMP INHERITANCE

4 Ways Fred Trump Made Donald Trump and his

Siblings Rich

    In Donald Trump’s version of how he got rich,

he was the master dealmaker who parlayed a

$1 million loan from his father into a $10 billion

empire.   

    But the Times’s investigation found that the

president’s father created scores of revenue

streams for his son.

7m ago



11 Takeaways From The Times’s Investigation

Into Trump’s Wealth

Based on a trove of confidential financial

records, the Times report offers the first

comprehensive look at the inherited fortune

and tax dodges that guaranteed Donald Trump

a gilded life.

29m ago

Supreme Court Nominee

F.B.I. to Complete Inquiry Wednesday With Vote

Coming This Week

    Once the investigation is completed, the

F.B.I. will send reports about its interviews to

the Senate, where members will have a chance



to review them.

    Senator Mitch McConnell, the majority

leader, would not say whether this week’s vote

would be a final vote, or a procedural vote

allowing the Senate to begin debate.

39m ago

Temperament and Honesty Become Focus of

Democrats Trying to Derail Nomination

How Judge Kavanaugh responded to the

accusations against him in last week’s hearing

has provided fodder for a new avenue of attack.

3h ago

The People the F.B.I. Has Interviewed in the

Kavanaugh Investigation (and Those It Hasn’t)



Republicans offered the bureau four witnesses;

Democrats have called for more than a dozen

additional people to be interviewed.

7m ago

Tsunami's Aftermath

‘A Mass Burial Every Day’: 1,200 Dead, and

Counting, in Indonesia

    Friday’s earthquake and tsunami in Indonesia

killed more than 1,200 people and destroyed

thousands of homes.

    But officials say many more days of hardship

remain before the extent of the loss is known.



Members of California white supremacist group

arrested in connection with deadly

Charlottesville rally

They have also taken part in 'acts of violence'

at political rallies in Huntington Beach and

Berkeley, an affidavit alleges.

Yale graduate says Brett Kavanaugh once

started a bar fight that led to his questioning by

police

    • Why the reggae band UB40 is making

headlines

    • These three undecided Republicans will

decide if Kavanaugh gets on the Supreme Court

    • Indonesia quake toll jumps as survivors

grow more desperate



Catastrophic Indonesia tsunami shows critical

blind spot in warning system for California and

beyond    By Rong-Gong Lin II

Migrant minor is held in adult detention facility

for nearly a year after dental exam found he

was likely 18  By Brittny Mejia

Man tied to string of celebrity burglaries in L.A.,

including homes of Rihanna, Yasiel Puig

Ted Cruz's office in Houston evacuated after

exposure to 'white powdery substance'

Pentagon: Packages that may contain ricin

found at mail screening facility

FDA seizes documents from e-cigarette giant

Juul's headquarters

Man who died in one of two recent La Verne

plane crashes identified as plane's owner



U.S. Reuters

Suspected ricin-laced mail sent to U.S. defense

secretary

The Pentagon said on Tuesday it had received

mail suspected of containing the deadly poison

ricin, including an envelope that a U.S. official

said was addressed to Defense Secretary Jim

Mattis. The Pentagon said in a statement it had

put its mail facility under quarantine and that

the FBI was analyzing the envelopes. U.S.

officials, speaking on condition of anonymity,

said the envelopes initially tested positive for

ricin after being detected by Pentagon police

on Monday at a mail sorting facility.



World The Telegraph

North Korea tells US it will

not denuclearise in return

for peace treaty
North Korea has ruled out dismantling its

nuclear arsenal in exchange for the US

declaring an end to the Korean War, saying on

Tuesday that a peace treaty should "never be a

bargaining chip."  The North has for decades

demanded that the US formally declare the end

of the 1950-53 conflict that was halted only

with an armistice, saying an official end to the

war would ease tensions on the flashpoint

peninsula. At a summit with the South's



President Moon Jae-in last month, the North's

leader Kim Jong-un offered to shut down its

main Yongbyon nuclear complex if Washington

takes "corresponding measures". Kim did not

elaborate on what those measure might be, but

state news agency KCNA said in a commentary

that some US experts have suggested trading

the end of the war for denuclearisation. It flatly

described that as only the "most basic...

process" to restore ties, not a point for

negotiation. "The end of war... is not just a gift

from a man to another at all. Furthermore, it

can never be a bargaining chip for getting the

DPRK denuclearised," it said, using the North's

full name. KCNA said that Pyongyang was

willing to take "such... steps as eternal



dismantlement" of its nuclear complex "if the

US takes a corresponding measure" but again

did not elaborate. Inside North Korea:

fascinating images of the world's most

secretive state Cho Sung-ryul, analyst at the

Institute of National Security Strategy, said the

commentary may be aimed at limiting

Washington's room for manoeuvre. "The North

is trying to reduce the negotiating value of

Washington's potential offer of a peace treaty,

by suggesting that 'it's not good enough to

make us denuclearise'," he told South Korea's

news agency Yonhap. A landmark summit

between Kim and US President Donald Trump

in June led to a warming of ties, but there has

been little concrete progress toward



denuclearisation. The North's foreign minister

Ri Yong Ho also told the UN last month that

there was "no way" his country would disarm

first as long as the US pushes for tough

enforcement of sanctions against Pyongyang.

Trump however lauded Kim, saying last week

the pair had fallen "in love" - their bromance

fuelled by "beautiful letters" he recently

received from the young leader. The ceasefire

that halted the bloody conflict and divided the

Korean peninsula was signed by the North, its

military ally China and the US - which fought on

the side of the South. The South did not take

part as its then-leader refused to end the war

unless the whole peninsula was unified. On

Tuesday a top South Korean official told MPs



that North Korea is estimated to have up to 60

nuclear weapons, in Seoul's first public

comment about the size of the North's

secrecy-clouded weapons arsenal. Unification

Minister Cho Myoung-gyon told parliament the

estimates on the size of North Korea's nuclear

arsenal range from 20 bombs to as many as 60,

saying the information came from the

intelligence authorities. The National

Intelligence Service, South Korea's main spy

agency, did not immediately comment and it is

believed Cho may have revealed the

information unintentionally. His ministry said

on Tuesday that Cho's comments didn't mean

that South Korea would accept North Korea as

a nuclear state, suggesting Seoul's diplomatic



efforts to rid the North of its nuclear program

would continue. North Korean missile ranges

The South Korean assessment on the North's

arsenal is not much different from various

outside civilian estimates largely based on the

amount of nuclear materials that North is

believed to have produced. According to South

Korean government reports, North Korea is

believed to have produced 50 kilograms (110

pounds) of weaponised plutonium, enough for

at least eight bombs. Stanford University

scholars, including nuclear physicist Siegfried

Hecker, who visited North Korea's centrifuge

facility at Nyongbyon in 2010, wrote earlier this

year that North Korea is estimated to have a

highly enriched uranium inventory of 250 to 500



kilograms (550 to 1,100 pounds), sufficient for

25 to 30 nuclear devices. Many foreign experts

say North Korea is likely to be running

additional secret uranium-enrichment plants.

----- Forwarded Message -----

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:

Subject: Fw: small request

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: albertpeia@mail.com

<albertpeia@mail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 4:25:13 PM



PDT  Subject: Fw: small request

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than



direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump and typifies the

great fraud/whore america ... what total

bulls**t  america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf        ]    
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Politics Associated Press

NY Times: Trump got $413M from his dad,

much from tax dodges

NEW YORK (AP) - The New York Times reported

Tuesday that President Donald Trump received

at least $413 million from his father over the

decades, much of that through dubious tax

dodges, including outright fraud.

Politics Reuters

Trump calls Kavanaugh allegations 'scary time'

for men justly accused



FBI investigation of Kavanaugh leads to fresh

acrimony as McConnell pushes for vote

Under Senate rules, the earliest the Senate

could hold a preliminary vote on Kavanaugh is

Friday.

By Chris Megerian , Jennifer Haberkorn  and

Sarah D. Wire

    • Yale graduate says Brett Kavanaugh once

started a bar fight that led to his questioning by

police

    • UB40's Ali Campbell speaks up about Brett

Kavanaugh bar-fight allegation: 'It wasn't me!'



    Decision California

Two California Republicans, poles apart on

Trump's immigration stance, have their jobs on

the line in midterm vote

By Joe Mozingo  and Jazmine Ulloa

    Decision California

Where Sen. Dianne Feinstein and state Sen.

Kevin de León stand on the issues

Sarah D. Wire

By Sarah D. Wire

California lawmakers wrote 1,016 new laws

this year. Here's some of what did and didn't

make it



By John Myers

AFTERNOON REPORT

Brett Ratner drops defamation lawsuit against

rape accuser Melanie Kohler

Brett Ratner drops defamation lawsuit against

rape accuser Melanie Kohler

Trump engaged in fraud and dubious tax

schemes as he inherited $413 million from his

father, report says

SEC alleges $61-million Ponzi scheme by San

Diego duo that lured investors with iPhone

angle

U.S. stops issuing visas to same-sex partners

of foreign diplomats unless they are married

Ted Cruz's office in Houston evacuated after

exposure to 'white powdery substance'












